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General Remarks 

‘The Siatus of Greek. — Greck has been cir 
requisite for admission to college anc, in most instances, for the 
bacheloe's degree. It is now in keen competition with a host of 
other subjects, most of which are distinetly easier. Boys and 
firls are really not afraid of hard work and will readily undergo 
the labor involved, if their interest is aroused and they are 
satiafled that the rewards gre worth the effort. 

Creating en Interest. (Greek can be made as interesting a3 
any subject that is now being taught, It isin no sense dend,” 
for it has been written and spoken from the dawn of European 
culture to the present day. Moreover, itis constantly being 
tused in Englishpeaking countries, either direetly or more often 
in some disguise that ean easly be penetrated by one who knows 
the secret. 

Acquaintance with its foreign-looking letters will give a added 
interest to the labels of Greek leticr fraternities, to signs on shop 
‘windows, to mottoes on public buildings, and to mathematics! 
symbols. Ttisnatural to take an interest in origins, and a Greek 
‘teacher may well capitalize such symbols by pointing to the con- 
‘tributions made by the Greeks tothe science of mathematicy) A 
useful manual in that field is found in D. C, Macgregor’s trans 
lation of J. Te Heiberg, Mathematics and Physieal Science in 
Clossical Antiquity 
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Familiarity with the fundamental meaning of even a rela~ 
tively small list of Greek words sheds new light on many English 
derivatives, creating interest and facility in their use. Te Hike- 
‘vise lightens the labor of understanding and memorizing count- 
Tess technical terms that are met in science and the professions. 
E. H. Sturtevant puts it well!: “*, it i the high privilege of 
the Latin teacher and still more of the Greek teacher to provide 
help just where help is nveded —in understanding the difficult 
words.” 

"The study of Greek forms and syntax i an aid in the analysis 
not only of English but also of Latin, to which reference may 
often be made with mutual prof. In fact, alert Latin teachers 
fare coming to realize that Greek is a useful edjunet to their 
‘work. ‘The opportunity to take Greek is sometimes held out as 
reward to their better students, Such coéperation should be 
caltivated. 
{ter all, however, the most powerful inentive to the study 

of Grosk is the opportunity to gain direct contact with the 
thought of those poets, philosophers, historians, orators, biog 
aphers, and men of letters generally to whom we owe not 
fonly most of our literary forms but often our ideas themselves, 
‘Only in their own language can one gain the full effect of form 
and substance combined. No translation ean be an adequate 
substitute} 

‘Few students realize the richness of Greek literature. If they 
id, Grock classes would be crowded, ‘They should be made 
to realize that richness from the very start of their work in 
Greek,) For this reason An Introduction to Greck contains 

quotations and selections from most of the famous names of 
Greece, These excerpts not only add variety and interest to 
the work, but give the student more than a bowing acquaintance 
with some of the grestest: names in Hterature, Students may 
‘easily be discouraged by being held week after week to the mere 

7 Clam! Weekly, vol XIX, nos 19, 158 
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memorizing of forms and syntax, whose sole utility too often 
seems to be the translation of detached and tedious sentences 
from Greck into English and from English into Greek. It is no 
‘wonder that the first year is sometimes dubbed ““ Baby Greek.” 
‘Phat so many survive is no small tribute to the personality and 
‘enthusiasm of the teacher. 

OF course, the first concern of the teacher of Greek will be to 
have his students master the fundamentals, Without that the 
students eannot and should not continue; nor will they derive 
any lasting interest or benefit. Even if other subjects are 
easier and require less effort, the teacher of Greek eannot be 
satisfied with slovenly work. He may, however, make the 
technical content of his course less extensive, make the work 
within those limits richer, and have the work done more thor- 
oughly. 

Inspired with an appreciation of the value of Greek and con- 
scious of a developing power in its use, the student will then 
‘eagerly desire to know more about it and to live with it more 
than one yeur. But if a erowded schedule prevents further 
study, the one year should be eminently worth while and, as 
Thucydides said of his history, erfya 2 de. 

An Introduction to Greck was written with full appreciation of 
the changed conditions in sehools and colleges, but with the 
firm conviction that Greek has a message for the modern world 
and is full of interest to modern youth. It is belioved that 4m 
Introduction to Greek will make it easier for the teacher to com- 
‘unicate to his pupils some of his own enthusiasm and thus to 
promote the revival of Greek studies that is already under way. 

‘Motives. — Every lesson begins with a Greck phrase or sen= 
‘tence, which usually lustrates some point of inflection, voeabu- 
lary, or usage in that lesson. ‘They are notable utterances which 
may well serve as a key to Greek thought and as an introduetion 
to a wide range of Greek personalities. All of them should be 
noted. Some of them certainly should be memorized. When 
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one is many years out of college, he is sure to fee! « thrill at being 

Gble to reeall even so trite a phrase as dvreiGer dfehadra or a 

fine from Homer. Command of such phrases will also help the 

student to think in word groups, than which nothing could be 

‘more important 
Tnflectional Forms.—Forms of infrequent occurrence are 

not assigned for stady. Among these may be listed contract 

nouns and adjectives of the first and second doclensions, the 
“Aatie sevond declension, the perfect subjunctive active, middle, 

and passive, the aorist imperative passive, Since the voeative 

‘S usually the same as the nominative or, where different, may 

tasily be recognized from the context, it also is not assigned for 

Study. ‘The perfect passive system of verbs with stems ending 

in a consonant is merely outlined, because students can easily 

recognize such forms as they present themselves in the reading 

of Greek but are confronted with many dificult problems when 

fnflecting them. All of these and similar forms are included in 

the Appendix, where they may be studied if so desired. 
"The omission of these forms should be explained and empha- 

sined to the student. It should make him all the more willing 

and ready to study those assigned. 
‘syataz. — Only such matters of syntax are assigned for special 

study as are of frequentoceurrence. This, again, should awaken 

jn the student 0 realization of the importance of learning to 

understand and to use such matters as are presented. 
"The rules of syntax, moreover, have in large measure been 

‘vo framed as to train the mind of the student along the lines 
fon which it works when reading Greek. The student is pri- 

narily taught how to turn an idea from Greck to English, For 

‘ample, in his reading his eye meets an ending which tells him 

that the word isin the dative. Near at hand he notes an adjec- 

tive or adverb in the comparative degree. Putting two and two 

together, he comes to realize thnt the dative tells him the degree 
by which one thing or action differs from another. 
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Or, again, he has noted a subjunctive introduced by éx. 
‘The rule tells him that such may be the protasis of either a pres- 
cent general or a future more vivid condition. On reaching the 
‘apodosis, he spies a present form and mows that the condition 
is present general, or he spies a future form and knows that be 
hhas before him a future mote vivid condition. 

‘Vocabularies. —‘The lesson vocabularies average about ten 
words. ‘These should be thoroughly mastered. Dead wood hus 
been carefully eliminated hore as elsewhere, ‘The persistent 
and systematic acquisition of vocabulary is of prime importance 
in securing the power to read. 

Derivatives and cognates, printed in small eapitals, help to 
‘enliven the work of memorizing, fix more clearly the form and 
interpretation of the Greek word, and enlarge and strengthen 
‘the English vocabulary. ‘The teacher will do well to ask his 
class to supply other derivatives and cognates. 

‘Word Formation. — At frequent intervals, as occasion offers, 
systematic instruction is given in word formation, ‘This serves 
1 double purpose: first and foremost, by calling attention to 
significant tendencies and phenomena, to enable the student 
+o foreeast the meaning of a new word of a type that be has 
studied ; and secondly, to increase his appreciation of the Greek 
‘dlement in English. Such exereises are not to be slurred over if 
‘the maximum of profit is to be derived from the course 

Completion Exercises. —Students must have training in 
supplying correct forms of Greek words as required. The usual 
practice is to include in the daily exercise for translation into 
Greck a number of detached words and phrases. But it is 
rather deadly for a student of any maturity to be ealled upon to 
tum into Greek “ of a gate, to a girdle, of a village,” and how 
will he know whether to render “countries, houses, villages ” 
1s nominative or as accusative? Forms have significance prin- 
cipally when they occur in a sentence. For that reason this 
book has substituted for the translation of words and phrases 
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fa type of exercise in which the student is directed to supply 
gome missing word or inflectional element as suggested by the 
fcntext, ‘The work involves, for the most part, those forms 
and principles of syntax that are under diseussion at the timo, 
put enough variety has been introduced to prevent mechanical 
insertion of missing parts. 

‘Such exercises not only supplement the translation from Eng- 
fish into Greck, but also train students to note changes of form 
in the Greek they ate reading and to appraise the significance 
of these changes, to anticipate possibilities and to figure out 
probable relationships of words as the words present themselves 
Thus they drive home the valuable conviction that the meaning 
of a Greek sentence may, and should, be grasped step by step 
as it progresses. 

“These exercises are placed between the Greek and the English 

sentences because they furnish an intermediate and transitional 
step. 
‘Dlustrations. —‘The pictures in this book, with rare excop- 

tions, have a direct bearing upon the particular lesson in which 
ach occurs. They have been chosen with much eare and cover 
wide range of interest — athletics, topography, history, poli- 

tics, warfare, private life, religion, sculpture, architecture, 
Titerature, mythology. A complete list of titles appears on 
pages xv-avii, Sometimes the attached legend will seem suf- 

fient, In many instances, however, the picture will warrant 

further comment as 2 stimulus to the student's interest in 

Greek, Suggestions of this nature will occur from time to time 

in the pages of this manual. 
‘The student should become familiar with the more notable 

pictures so that he may recognize them atany time or place and 

may know their significance. 
Connected Greek.—Real Greek, as distinguished from 

+ made sentences,” is a feature of every lesson (with the exoeP- 
Gon of reviews) beginning with lesson XXI and is found in « 
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majority of the earlier lessons. ‘The passages chosen are from 
many writers and on varied topies (see pages xiii). ‘The 
advantages of stich selections are manifest. The student is 
pleased and encouraged to discover that by lesson VIII, with 
1 little assistance, he ean read an actual passage from the New 
‘Testament, and variation as to author and subject matter pre- 
‘vents monotony and whets the appetite to learn more about the 
topics treated and the writers thus introduced. 

‘Oveasionally the teacher may decide to reserve a particular 
‘passage for translation at sight, ‘This is made the easier to do 
through the consistent practice of supplying, or suggesting, in 
the text itsalf the meaning of such words as are entirely new or 
not sufficiently related to words already studied to make possible 
a scientific conjecture, 

Names of Persons and Places. — In the selected passages and 
{in connection with them, 2s also in connection with the mottoes, 
there occur the names of many notable Greek persons and 
places, Concise information about them is contained in the 
Dictionary of Proper Names-pages 335-249, The teacher will 
do well to call attention to this from time to time and to ask 
students for reports on the more important persons and places. 
Convenient handbooks for supplementary reference axe found 
in the bibliogtaphy at the back of this manual. 

Review Lessons. — The material in the book is 90 arranged 
that review lessons on related topics occur at fairly regular 
intervals. Such lessons are so constructed as to force the 
student to think out the topics treated and not to rely on mem- 
ory alone. Any teacher may modify the work of such lessons 
‘tomect his needs, but the general scheme is at least a good guide 
to follow. 

Beginning with lesson LXVIE the work is largely review. 
‘These lessons should prove extremely valuable, but. teachers 
‘who feel that they must begin a systematic study of the Anab- 
asis or some similar work before the end of the year may omit 
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some of those lessons. Any new forms or syntax contained in 
them that may be vital to further progress can be thught as they 
occur in Inter reading. 

‘The First Meeting. —‘The first time that the Greek class 
gathers with the teacher is an important oceasion. Lasting 
impressions for good or bad may then be created, If the teacher 
cean strike fire, he should do it at this meeting. 

‘He will introduce the subject from whatever angle he thinks 
will be of interest to that particular class. He may read the 
opinions of well-known men as to the value of the study of 
Greck, He may himself outline the case for Greek. He may 
stress its human appeal by citing evidence or by reading some 
ood translation of Plato, Aristophanes, Euripides, Anacreon, 
fr some other author, He may refer to the influence thet 
ancient Greoce still exerts upon athletics, to the use of Grecke 
Jetters by fraternities, to the source of the famous Yale yell (§20). 

‘Whatever approach the teacher tries, he will avoid pedantry 
and all suspicion of merely talking. He will try to make his 
‘own enthusiasm for Greek contagious. He should call atten~ 
tion to pages xix-xxii and ask the students to read them 
before the next meeting. 

‘Teaching the Alphabet.—The alphabet may be taught in 
its entirety at the first meeting: first of all, those' letters which 
bear comparison with English letters; then, those known from 
other study, such as A and m, or known from fraternity names; 
‘and lastly, with special attention, those that seem wholly unfa- 
milisr. 

‘With some classes a more gradual approach may be tried. 
Present each day for the first week or two only those letters that 
fare needed for the next lesson. Their English equivalents 
should be given and the pronunciation of the various Greek 
words taught when assigning the next lesson. (Por purposes 
of reference, attention may be called to page xxii and the 
student may be told how he may check on his pronunciation.) 
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After lesson IV or V the entire alphabet may be taken up for 
special study. By that time the only sill letters thet have 
not ben met are fy. ‘The capitals may be deferred, espe- 
cially with a, young class, but they resemble English capitals to 
a remarkable degree and students will find a lot of fun in deci 
phering the capitals on the street window of a Greek restaurant. 

The Greck names for the letters should now be learned. At 
the same time instruction should be given in the length of the 
various vowels, Diphthongs should also be noted, but only 
as they appear in successive lessons, 

‘Through all of this work stress should be given to the sim- 
plicty of the Greek pronunciation in comparison with the Eng- 
Tish. No such variety oceurs as, for example, in the sound of 
in far, fare, fat, fall, fable, fast 

"The alphabet may be used as one evidence of the contribution 
made by ancient Greece to Western culture. Greek settlers at 
Cumae, west of Naples, guve the Romans their letters and the 
Romans passed them on to northern Europe, to England, and 
to America. Some of those Greck symbols differed in form or 
value from the Tonic letters in which, for the most part, Greek 
Hiterature has been recorded and some were not taken into the 
Latin alphabet; but a comparison of all three reveals a striking 
similarity : 

1 
Tonic A 
Cumacan A 
Latin A 

0 
Tonic =P 
Cumaean RS TVX 
Latin =RSTVX ‘ 
‘The Romans later added at the end of their alphabet the Greek 
Y¥ and Z (numbers 23 and 7 in the Tonic alphabet) because of 
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their ineressing use of Greek words. (For fuller treatment, see 

Kent, Language and Philology, chap. SIL, from which this has 

been taken.) 
Teaching Greek Accent. —The teaching of uovent may be 

ade easier by use of the following scheme, which shows at & 

lance the requirements of vowel length in the various syllables 

to be accented and in the ultima 

amvermrour Pevwir Uma Ri Exuurese 

& Ve) Aaipares, Hrener- 

2 GND pines 
cera Sv ol naked 
Bu OVS) Rapen tir 

Vag) rent werent, 
SEMEN) cme aah eras Ni 

GV, a) rem 

Sections IV (a-0) and V (a-B) should be studied in their 

entirety after the alphabet has been learned. ‘The exercises on 

pages xxvii-xsix afford practice in applying the principles of 

Unless « class is mature and ea- 

pable, a portion af each restation period should be devoted to 

Joint examination of the assignment forthe following recitation. 

‘wo distinct advantages accrue from this. The students Team 

of particular importance inte ease ofthe sente
nces t be trans- 

ated into Greek, for the students thus avoid imprinting upon 

‘heir mind mistaken forms and constructions. 
‘The examination of the succeeding assignment may be done 

in various ways and ot different part of the period, butt should 

not always be left until the end of the petiod, at which time if 

nay be unduly hurried. good timo to examine the next 
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assignment for translation into Gresk is immediately after the 
study of the Greek sentences or the completion exercise of the 
day's lesson. ‘These new sentences deal with the same principles 
as the Greek of the day’s lesson and may at this point be mast 
logically and easily analyzed and understood. 

‘After that one may turn to the new features of the advance 
lesson and make such explanations and comments as are neces- 
sary for the proper understanding of inflectional or syntactical 
matters, The inspection of the words in the new vocabulary 
will close the preliminary survey and the day's lesson will be 
resumed with the sentences set for translation into Greek. 

‘Thus there ae left for the close of the period the interesting 
selections from the various Greek authors. ‘These and the pie- 
tures may reesive as much discussion and illumination as time 
permits. The work of the period has progressed logically, and 
‘at the end it is moving along smoothly “in high.” 

‘Teaching Inflectional Forms, — Always proceed from the 
known to the unknown, Usually some faets already met in 
previous study, whether of Greek or Latin, will appear and 
simplify the new inflection. Show the student that he may save 
2 lot of effort by using his intelligence as well as his memory, 

‘The students should be encouraged to write out by them- 
selves from memory the forms that they have studied, In 
addition to:drill in class, both written and oral, it is a good plan 
to write om the board various forms and to ask the class to 
locate them. 

‘Teaching Vocabulary. — Too much stress eannot be given to 
the importance of acquiring a good vocabulary, and attention 
should be called repeatedly to the Review Vocabularies (§§ 519- 
57), which should be referred to frequently in order that the 

an inventory of his stock. 
Some students are eye-minded, others are ear-minded. But 

it sooms fairly certain that it is profitable to asist the former by 
‘oral repetition of the words to be leamed, ‘The hook offers the 
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opportunity of secing the various words, To aid the ear, the 

qeucher may call for'the English meaning of & spoken Greek 

Yond, and vice versa. Further, as much Greek os possible 

Should be read aloud in class and the students should be advised 

and encouraged to read aloud by themselves (see § 11.4, 19.4, 

63. 1 and 6). 
‘When examining the words of a new vocabulary, itis highly 

desirable to make the first impression of each word as vivid as 

ponsble. ‘This is more difcut with some than with others, but 
ane teacher should stress salient features as he reeds through the 

Advance assignment with the lass. Where more than one 

treaning is given, the fist is usually the more primitive, to 

‘Ghich the other meanings may be traced. Obviously the primi- 
‘ive meaning deserves most attention, for it gives a clue to the 

rest, not all of which can be included in a work of this type, 

Derivatives and cognates are on aid to memorizing. 
‘Stress should be laid upon word families, as this is one of the 

best means of acquiring a vocabulary. ‘Thus in lessons VIT-TX 

there appear in succession dpxt, doxeioe, doye, All three 

should be recalled when gpxor is Teached in lesson XIX. 
‘Teaching Syntax. —Since the rules of syntax have in large 

measure been framed with a view to the reading of Greek, we 

Tuegest thatthe teacher in presenting a new bit of syntax should 

hot Rest read the grammatical statement or the English transla- 

tion of the Greek illustrations. He will get better results if he 

wil 
(1) read the Greek sentence aloud ; 
(2) explain the meanings of any new words; 
(3) call attention to the new usage: 
G) interpret the new usage in the light of fundamental, or 

previously known, uses of the particular case, mood, or tense 

() translate the sentence ; 
(6) read and interpret the statement of the syntactical prin- 

ciple. 
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Projects. —To arouse additions! interest and to open up 
more thoroughly certain phases of Greek life and thought which 
are introduced in the book, topics may be assigned for special 
investigation. 

‘This work will normally be done out of class. However, it 
ray be done in 1 limited way during the recitation period and 
it will be worth doing even then, for it will serve to group pic- 
tures and other matters that may otherwise not be connected in 
‘the minds of the students, Supplementary reading will be very 
helpful, for which material appears in the Bibliography. 

Greek Standards of Life. — Mottoes on pp. 4,7, 15, 19, 22, 20, 
30, 84, 40, 43, 2, 04, 68, 71,75, 72, 82, 86, 88, 91, 105, 108, 113, 
117, 119, 129, 145, 152, 157, 169, 181, 190, 198, 208, 212, 224, 
230, 241, 244, 247, 251, 262; §§ 86, 162, 171, 172, 179, 186, 196, 
202, 203, 208, 258, 283, 264, 265, 266, 356, 360, 375, 400, 401, 
451, 455, 484, 506; picture on p. 198. 

Greek Patriativm. — Mottoes on pp. 149, 154, 161, 212; §§ 65, 

239, 285, 286, 200, 201, 207, 298, 305, 397, 489; pictures on 
pp. 88, 110, 155, 260, 

Greek Religion. — Mottoes on pp. 64, 71, 75, 101, 108, 177, 
224, 270; §§ 224, 231, 282, 233, 855, 430; pictures on pp. 66, 
67, 181, 198, 222, 247; see also Greek Lemples, Greek Athletic 
Sporte, and Greek Theaters. 

The Dorie Order, — Pictures on pp. 20, 25, 35, 48, 62, 168, 
237, 24 

The Tonic Order. — Pictures on pp. 23, 74, 
The Corinthian Order. — Pictures on pp. 92, 81, 118. James 

‘Thomson: 
“.. , First, unadom’d 

And nobly plain, the manly Dorie rose; 
‘The Tonic, then, with decent matron grace 

pillar heaved ; Tuxuriant last, 
Corinthian spread her wanton wreath.” 
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Greek Temples, — Pictures om pp. (fusing) xi, 9, 21, 23, 25, 

448, 65, 66, 74, 97, 118, 120, 124, (acing) 128, 199, 148, 168, 

(facing) 180, 207, 215, 218, 225, 228, 287, 247, 270, 279, 334 

The Acropolis, — Pictures on_pp. (facing) xix, 21, 74, 97, 

(acing) 128, (facing) 180, 237, 270, 334. 
‘Other Grecke Struetures. —~ Pictures on pp. 5,20, 27,42, 78, 100, 

(acing) 160, 207, 264, 284, 289 
Greek Athletic Sporte. — Pictures on pp. xix, xxvii, 1, 11, 12, 

155, 61, 63, 70, 153, (facing) 160, 283, 252, 285. 

‘Greek Theaters, — Motto om p. 15; text on p- x3 §§ 35, 163+ 

pictures on pp. xxi, 17, 18, 81, 00, 120, 312. 
Inflomce of Ancient Greece on Christianity. — Motto on 

pexix; §§48, 80, 370; picture facing p. 1- 

Influence on Medicine, Literature, le. — Matto on p. xix; 

pp. xxi, xi ot passin in Word:formation picture on p. 275. 

‘The Vathio of the Study of Greek. — Page xxii; §§ 62, 66, 125, 

240, 452, 500, ef passin in Word formation 

‘This type of work will awaken keener interest if the class is 

encouraged to Wook for modem examples of the topic being 

Siudied or to contrast ancient Greek views and practice with the 

thought and ways of the present day. 

Specific References 

Page xix. (0) rue, ErBerrr, xdon ftibnipr brootle, Meets 

ory, Arjoctérn, ‘Opto, Répb, ‘Turia. 
Tt) oandr, Maire, Bérn ypemy cbse, Moles xOra. Seyreent 

plan, Hodpwn, Sparen, dtr 
Ta) owe, dntpina,verphreN, urd KOpit, Opt 

Page 1. A good motto to learn 
Ea Tei well to strexs the fact that Greek bas fewer declenr 

sions than Latin. The student is entitled to such eneourage- 

ment. 
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§ 2. Heavy type is used to emphasize the endings, which are 
to be learned. Comparison with similar Latin endings will help 
the student who knows Latin. 

“Anyone who prefers to teach voeative and dual can direct the 
class to the Grammatical Appendix. But it seems an unneces- 
sary act of cruelty toward the beginner. ‘The voeative is more 
variable than any other case and can almost always be detected 
bby means of the introductory & ‘The dual, of course, is rarely 
‘met until one approaches Homer, by which time its acquisit 
should prove relatively easy. 

§3. Do not allow the class to be slovenly about accents. 
Insist from the start that the accent is as much a purt of the 
word as any other feature. Try to impress the fact that the 
accent will aid in the identification of words and forms, Stu- 
dents will be interested to know that accents were really invented 
for the assistance of foreigners who, after the conquests of Ales- 
ander, found it to their advantage to take up Greek, Tf English 
‘used a waitten accent, the mastery of that language might be 
somewhat easier for those who make its acquaintance by means 
of the printed page. 

§ 5. "Those students who know Latin will appreciate the 
advantage of having a definite article, ‘Those familiar with 
French and German will recognize its use as a weak possessive 
pronoun. 

$7. (0) 1 orpernyin, abode, 2 moreual. 8. orpermein, dieke 
085. 
Page 8 Picture. ‘This photograph was taken from the litle 

ferry near Tempe Station, at the eastern end of the pass, ‘The 
wild beauty of the Vale of Tempe justifies its fame. Express 
trains connecting Athens and Paris now desecrate its solemn 
grandeur with smoke and noise, Ancient memories are best 
revived by doing its four and a half miles on foot. Note the 
pronunciation of Tempé and Penéus. 
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$8. Tt is well to stoes the identity of word order between 

phrases like 8. Kesoe élpercs and their English counter- 
Such similarities will prove doubly cheering to students 

Who have had experience of other foreign languages. 
Page 6. Picture, This gate in the circuit wall of ancient 

Mentne constitutes « great circular fortress, nearly sixty-five 

feet in diameter, with two sets of doorways, one toward the 

‘town, as shown in the pieture, the ather toward the open coun 

ty, "The central post was doubtless toppled over by an earth 

Guake, ‘The victor of Leuctra was Fpaminondas, whe is « 

semantic figure in Greek history, Though  Theban, the signs 

Of his engineering activites are still visible in many pasts of the 

Peloponnese. 
Footnote 2 General principles of accent, such as this, should 

be noted and students should be urged to fix them in mind for 

use when similar words appear. 

G12. These “hints,” especially #4, deserve attention, Tt i 

sell to read aloud all Greek sentences that are being studied for 

The first time, and to have the students read aloud in class as 
ouch of the Greek that they have studied for the daily reeitar 

tion as time permits. 
"Page 6. Picture. Although Greck men usually went bare 

headed, Pericles regularly wore a helmet to disguise, according 

to report, a beed of curious shape. Able as a general, he ws 

‘even more eminent as statesman, orator, and patron of arts and 

fetters. If the class has studied the capital letters, they will 
‘want to try their skill at deciphering the inscription on the 

just — TEPIKAHE ZANGITTIOY AOHNAIOS, Pericles, (eon) 
of Xanthippos, Athenian, Carving on stone favored straight 

fines rather thon eurves. Since accents and breathings are a 

late invention, they do not appear in ancient inscriptions, 

‘Phe bust here shown is now in the Vatican Museum in 
Rome. 
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$19.) 1 wodenel, macro -B Gdahpir, vod xoraped. 8 tee 
roves, dtp. 

§16. It will be seen that this involves no new principles if 
Oat is compared with dpuimay, and eBéhoue with &Gperar. 

Page 9. Picture, ‘This Horse’s Head is now in the British 
‘Museum, along with other bits of senlpture brought from Greece 
by Lord Elgin early in the nineteenth century. 
(2 agen: Ree a pmo 
§ 19. (a) ‘These “hints” also axe important, expecially #4 
() 1. ot dbdget hear depo 2 vBr Ertpunor mderwves v9 ersermrie 

3. G orparae rote xsheplour wéunee bxd oO woraanie 4. &e reread 
crhures tbr bripion, 6. rod erparayad hear ABAAGaL 

$20. Your class might like to hear, or read, a translation 
cof the frog chorus, preferably that by Frere or Rogers 

§ 22. This needs to be stressed. 
Page 11. Picture. ypigw (§17) meant not only to write 

but also to make lines or marks in any way. Thus yan ia a 
close parallel to English “sevateh.” ypdjpara meant “letters.” 

$28. (6) Lote 2 rivrorgibn, 8 rBeradig Adee, 
(Wot Ndos Roar cadet, 2. Beyabbe Greer 79 erparay@ fo nahh 

mo, 8. of gidaeTyeveer inzovnwahede. A. te (eof) nabbvew dda Ayr 
eis dntpdove. 8. af eel roMuoe rar ATO. 

Page 12. Picture. Compare the two views of the Athenian 
stadium on page 55. ‘The ordi was the distanee of the 
Greek “ dash,” their favorite footrace. Tt may he compared 
with our 20-yard dash, Your boys will be interested to know 
that athletics formed @ prominent part of the curriculum of 
every Greek schoolboy, being included even in the eduention of 
those philosopher-kings who were to rule Plato's Ideal State. 

Page 18. Another good motto to learn. 
$27. Too much stress cannot be attached to the development 

of a good vocabulary. An excellent device for assisting the 
memory and facilitating review work is for the student to write 
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in parallel columns the Greek words in §§ 549-057 and th 

English meanings, He may thus review the assigned words 

‘quickly and with certainty as to meaning without the labor 

of thumbing the General Vocabulary. 
J27. () This may be omitted if time is lacking. But it 

snggusts the wie influence of Greek on English, and frequent 

cramination of such lists makes @ student observant of other 

erivatives in hia reading of Rnglish and in his study of Greek 

© voi hye ada, nese), Ne abr, wl 
$28. (0) Le vob erparanety papi. 2 Ble robs amt, 8 dO 

poh ecw Mapper, be Snipa bry 76 weiter deter 
Oy 1 Ba kyychen roe ferent Bede 08 BXMneriern. 2. 78 Bebo 

te SP rviig to plage. Ds wal there Sx Bps nad, Ae rob Apres 
ere a grkds. Be kaahs Lap he raphr ar giher ro erparv 

Page 14. Picture, Both halves of this interesting docu- 

ment are on view in the British Museum in the room devoted 

te Grock and Roman life, The two halves were originally 

hinged together, as the hoes inthe frame indicate, in the man- 
ner of an old-fashioned slate. 

‘The exercise here reproduced is, in capital letters, which were 

commonly used in manuseripts for’ many centuries. ‘The teacher 

say have thought capitals easier for the beginner, who clearly 

‘ves copying bindly, without a knowledge of the individual 

Words, for he has twice omitted the initial sigma of the first 

fine. ‘The first line is from Menander and the second from an 

unknown souree. Both are in the jambie trimeter of the drama. 

‘They run as follows: 
ond rap dpe xpi evsporar 
From o wise man nocept advise 

and eh wes ie rat lhe murreteras 
{Lars not trata is frien at random. 

‘The teacher discovered toward the end of the first line that his 

pace wes too limited and consequently he eramped his beta ond 
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inserted u most diminutive omicron between it and the next 
letter. Call attention to the absence of all diacritical signs — 
characteristic of writing in capitals— and to the failure to sep- 
arate the words. Your students should appreciate the value 
of such assistance. xurreierat should apparently be mioretiqras, 
subjunctive. 

$29, Note the acoent of adyus, which is due to « being short. 
Contrast with aap 

$20. (0) As an aid to consecutive thinking, the student is 
asked here and elsewhere to develop the infleetion and not 
‘merely to learn a paradigm. It is wel to stress the method and 
to explain to the student the reason for its being done this way. 
‘Too often students think that the learning of « foreign language 
is merely a matter of rote memory. 

The student has already had both dyeOés and SijAor in 
masculine and neuter. Now is the time for him to ee that in 
all three genders the endings of the adjective parallel those of 
the nouns. Note the accent of jAos in the feminine genitive 
plural, 5fAor, which follows the accent of the corresponding form 
of the masculine, 

__ {31 The convenience of this principle should appeal to the 
‘atudent. There is no chance for mistake as to relationship, as 
sometimes occurs in English. In Latin, moreover, & preposi- 
tional phrase ean be attached to a noun only by creating a rela- 
tive clause. 

Page 16. Foolnole 2. Here and elsewhere it is good prac- 
tice to have students recall previous uses of a particular ease, 
etc, In this way they will gradually build up for themselves 
such schemes as are suggested in §§ 541-47, and in time they 
‘will more or less unconsciously develop the ability to sift out the 
proper use of a particular form, 

$183. With oxqef connect § 95. 

$94. (6) 1. vi, dnp. 2 exyval eB gudanf 3 oh ole, Mur 
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Page 18. Picture, ‘This view of the Theater of Dionysus 
was taken from the top of the Acropolis. ‘The orchestra was 
Griginally creular, as at Epidaurus (pose xxi), but it was 
cneroached upon by the anyes, traces of which are visible at 

formed a prominent feature of the worship of Dionysus. ‘The 

greatest dramatist were all Athenians. Each play was first 

prevented in Athens, and, in the best period, usually but once, 

For further details, consult R. C. Flickinger, The Greek Theatre 

and Ils ‘Drama, For other pictures related to the drama, see 

pages xxi, 17, 90, 98, 120, 239, 312. 
$28. It should be noted thet all words of the a-decension 

are alike in-the plural 
‘For the method involved in the inflection of pispés and 

déan, see comment on §30 (6). ‘The accent of de und dion 

follows the aceent of the corresponding forms of the masculine 

‘The same applies to the accent of guAdt in the same cases. 
§ 97. The same rule holds for Letin. 
§ 88. dpxi bas three meanings a given here, which to some 

students may soem purely arbitrary and unrelated. “Hero is a 

good plage to stress the common phenomenon already noted 

FG 38. Develop from the verb: Z begin, Z am fit, I rude, T 

ule a province; hence, beginning, rule, province. With #2os 
connect: § 40. 
Page 20, Picture, ‘This monumental gateway formed the 

entrance toa part of the Athenian agora, It is now surrounded 

by humble dwellings, and the visitor i Tikely to find his view 

chscured by ilopping elotheslines attached to the majestic 

Doric columns. 
“Athena was the patron doity of Athens. She also presided 

over arts and crafts. For both reasons it would seem natural 
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to honor her in the agora. Archegetis, only one of many titles, 
fe in Gresk dpynyires first leader, which should be associated 
‘with doxg in this lesson. 

$89. (a) Greek questions, like questions in English, when 
spoken, are indicated by the infleetion of the voice. 

(A. brernelt, 10 ovoarmns. 2 faded; 1H dane rE brent 
tae ra oD 

GO) Lind drtuy By tenes, 2. ek anavbad fray purges sot ro 
edgy ob qurdrrows ris enmrdi. 44 OVh ob He SBN He erparnde 
5. op pubes} ole deer eevee 

Page 21. Picture. In the left foreground are seen consider- 
able remains of the Odum, or Music Hall, of Herddes Atticus, 
‘a wealthy patron of Athens in Roman times, and, adjoining, 
the arches of a pretentious stos, oF portico. Ox the bill itself, 
from left to right, are seen the Propylaea, or monumental 
entrance (pages 27 and 237), the top of the Erechthéum (pages 
(lacing) six, 28, 74, (facing) 180, 334), and, most prominent of 
all, the Perthenon (pages (facing) xix, 9, 97, (ncing) 128, 148, 
279), glistening in the brilliant sunlight. Nowhere in the world 
js there assembled in such short compass and in such a setting 
20 much of inatehless beauty and of historic interest for western 
culture 

$40. (0) ab 

Page 22, Motto. dxpyéy in the Artic dialect, of course, 
would be depyéa. Mottoes from the poets frequently contain 
“ spalings that are not Atte. 
1 Pbage 28. Pieure, recthtam bos o long pnt 

$45. Students should be made to realize the neatness and 
{ value of auch balance. It is well to point out that whenever 
fr tnd 8 are found, the phrases or causes to which they are 

inepas fren, Ayopti. 

attached are in all essentials parallel, ‘This fact often enables 
the reader to supply from the wév phrase oF clause words that 
fare omitted from the & phrase or dlause. 
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§ 48, With dpyaios connect § 40. 
§4T. (A. Freres teen rod webl, & fren Bihar, vols rode 

as. 8. guvri fervor ror bur. 
(a) teh erpard 8 fr esos. 2 Mw fndote gehdrruee 7 

erirftcae 5. bh cbr ewshien vx lou New rh Adan A eohan 
(ety Sten eration, 8. br 79 xn Byrd dertie, 
§ 48. @®) Read to the class that part of Father Donnelly’s 

ingenious article (pages 61-62) which deals with the Church. 
‘Among the words that are derived from the Greek words thus 
far studied are: Decalogue, apostle, apostary, Beodus, parable, 
angel, ecangelist (ct. German Eonngetiuin), diabolic, deil (éBohos 
Satan), deacon (Bedxovos servant). 

Page 26. Picture. ‘Uhis view of a Oyowpés should make 
Alearer the meaning of St. Luke VI. 45. The building here 
shown was of the simplest form, being known as distyle in antis, 
that is, having two columns (erito.) between antae (projec- 
tions of side walls), 

Page 27. Picture, Here we see the battered jambs and 
lintel of the central doorway of the Propylaes. A partial res~ 
toration of the eastern front of that building, exceuted in recent 
years by the Greek government, is shown on page 237. 

"The Propylaen was built by Pericles at a cost of ebout 
'$2,000,000 to replace the eurlier fortified gateway that was bumt 
by the Persians. As you ascend the steep slope, you are con- 
fronted by six magnificent Dorie columns that once upheld the 
‘western gable. Passing within, you proceed between two rows 
of lofty Tone columns to a cross wall pierced by five doorways. 
‘The central doorway, shown on page 27, is 13.7 feet wide at the 
hase and 24 feet high, ‘Through this portal moved the Panath- 
‘aie procession, immortalized in the frieze of the Parthenon 
‘Another row of Doric colurans (page 287) supported the eastern 
gable. All is of Pentetic marble. 

‘The Propylaea has been tho inspiration of similar monu~ 
mental public entrances; as, for example, that at the head 
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of the Parkway, Philadelphia, where it reaches Fairmount 
Park. 

§.51. dpe, For variety of meanings, see comment on § 38. 
Jn presenting new verbs in lesson vocabularies, only such prin« 
cipal parts will be included as have been explained and studied. 
‘The student should not be asked to learn forms until he is pre- 
pared to understand them. When the whole verb has at last 
been presented, it should be fairly easy to supply any missing 
forms by reference to the Greek-English Vocabulary. 

$52. (6) 1. deowretzoveen, erparyide Mian, Nive, br, 
3, Bidfowe, dprdoaue 

(a 1. & Be fipSapes civ MOpeutor robe inwevn. 2. spay 38 Nprdoper 
rh deurttea. 8 knipurer 7§ e\G9 Hypapen, A. dpgata uty By 3h 
ors nada 58, dyabel Boar My, 

§ 54. Aorist is a now term and must be cavefully: explained. 
‘Stress the fact that it shows only a point or moment of an action, 
‘Students who are familiar with Latin may be glad to know that 
Fravoa always means I siopped, never I have stopped. 

$65. (d) Some second aorists appear in a lengthened 
‘The commonest of these is Fyayor (from dye). The i 
syllable has been repeated, as is true of the perfect tense of most 
Groek verbs and of some in Latin, 

Page 32. Picture. Athens, like most Greek cities, was a 
walled town. This arch is supposed to have formed one of the 

IL 
©. To this it owes the o 

in the aoris, and the dropping of this botween ¢ «of the imper- 
‘ect gave rise to the form elyor. 

With Aourés connect § 53. 
| $80. (a) 2. The wof trdrrea may cause thy students 
ene ‘trouble, They will need to be told that it is due to 
lengthening of the initial vowel of the simple verb and that coin 
pound verbs augment the simple form 
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(0) 1 frxor 20a Stee, 2 1951 Nore, 
goran . 

Te) Ae robe teres be dr 75 xchpe dordcopen, 2 5 3 vplte rode 
roneulovs gabdrrecr thy Sir, 8 mOhes Sule rhe guantys A. ros 
Tae dyyeor elec rir erpuraryin. Sapa) Nivours rp expr 6h 
§ BL. (@) 1. vir experayy, New 2 dprdony 3, Maloun hy 

dnendes Ace delay evaBlous, 5. would, 7H erpareé. 0. oh 
kparyd. 7. rh heer ovpards 
“GL bebrena ror godanhy ob @vhdier rit thas, 3 sols tert 

wipe fer al drurdate 8.4 BE win rat BapBagaus ode By Hla 
eens the gan ob Nivower rhc erordde, 5. ol pv dyatit four kore. 
oh Be Doe. 

Page 35. Picture. ‘The rugged simplicity of the Dorie eal- 
tumn is thought to typify the essential character of Lincoln. 
Tt has been employed also in the memorial erected at is birth- 
place. Ask the class to report on examples of the Dorie order 
in their neighborhood. 

$62, ‘This should be discussed. But its advantages will be 
attained only as in our elasswork we insist upon analysis,” 
* digeriminating choice of words,” and “ accurate apprehension 
of meaning.” 

§ 68, Students cannot too often be reminded of these steps 
in the process of translation. In the effort to save time they 
omit many of them, only to lose time in the end, ‘Two of the 
things most likely to be omitted are “reading aloud” and 
“sending the words in related groups.” By these processes 
the student will be developing right habits, and also he will 
never suffer the common fear of a long sentence. 
‘Page 38. Foutnole 2. One purpose of this book is to ac- 

‘quaint students with the more significant names in Greek 
literature, ‘To achieve this, selections are taken from many 
sources and brief, interesting information about the authors 
is given in the Dictionary of Proper Names, pp. 935-349. 
Students should be prepared to report on the names as they 
‘meet them, 
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$66. Urge upon students the value of this section, ‘They 
should often refer to it as they meet strange names. 

4, (6) Cytheréa, Herodotus, Zeus, Agamemnon, Aphrodite, 
Charon, Boréss, Thucydides, Socretts, Cyrus, Apollo, Lyourgus, 

Page 89. Picture. This lovely statue is now to be seen in 
the National Museurn at Athens. 

Page 40. A fine motto, which should be memorized, 

$ TR (A re erparmyd. oh 2 abrode, 88, Whar olxia, 

Page 42. Picture, Horologium is a good Greek word. 
Have the dass look up its etymology. From it are derived the 
French horloge and the Spanish re 

$74. ofros is easy to inglect if the suggestions given in this 
section are observed. 

$78. Attention should be called to the fact that &uiBaror 
is an adjective of two endings, with masculine and feminine 
alike, as is usual for compound adjectives, but that BaBarés 
thas the regular forms for the ferainine. ‘The reason for the 

‘difference is that Seferds is not itself compounded, in spite of 
tho Bur, but is derived directly from Saat. 
$19 (0) Le raivonendat, 2 ride ab, Medgar 
(O18 ted etry Ho Spratt, 2. of Ba nero aire, Sok 

kypoec cin trope brBarhcivees WAR. ais (Ot Tobre8) 49 
fbrh Bons. 5. ebrel Abbie eben 

Page 48. ‘The motto gives @ good opportunity to arouse 
interest in Xenophon’s Anahasis. ‘The glimpse of the sea after 
40 many months of hardship and danger in an unknown land 

‘meant home and safety to the sealoving Greeks, 
2 886. (0) 1 tatty Barrie, Auch. 2. Hoan Yettre, deOrakay a 
Dvd 8, deat Expats, roe 
FG. 1. deine Bovkeia rile, 2 ain ovnpochebeouey dprdoas bv ct 

8, obra worauls Br BaParic whaly. 4, radra hy BAe, G8 aires ate 
Sgr ds 29 shole abr. 
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Page 48. Picture, ‘This is but @ portion of the famous 
temple at Sunium, the eape of Attica, No one who has seen 
it will ever forget the whiteness of its slender columns. They 
stand at the very brink of a precipitous cliff, some two hundred 
feet above the sparkling waters of the Aegean. The Grecks 
seem to havo had an uncanny instinct in the location of their 
shrines, No more fitting sive could be imagined for a temple to 
Poseidon (Latin Neptune) 

87. The endings -ms und -as obey the law referred to in 
398. 

BOL (0) te ade wenvan Ben 2 erparirdn, Gerrd. Bae 
wis TT a oe wath Barden Epon tn riviera, 2 oat 
pe daniel acl Batt vty nore Baabvowes yephpg. Aa oh 
Bese sekas nie ener Monson b tc ra dake det rit 
Sear 

$09. (0) 1 rd ere, 
MO 1 a erprira Mmvan rh deerdptrrfbua, 2, at reNres rope 

od ade fees fer sin ern 8. rip dipan GSD ah ar 
ae eS ranpiern tac rhe twred xin be ok brie dear 
Sina erates 

2 repeven 7B redone 

Page 66. Picture. ‘The Greeks usually located their stadi 
in a fold in the hills, in order that the spectators might enjoy 
good view of the“ events.” Originally there were no seats, the 
Crowd standing on the hillside, When seats of stone were finally 
‘erected, there was no need of elaborate and enstly foundations 
‘The seats from the stadium at Athens in later ages were carried 
off to be used for other and more prosaie purposes, but a patriotic 
Greek of Alexandria replaced them in marble for the revival of 
the Olympic Games in modern times. 

“The Olympic Games in antiquity were held at Olympia (pages 
199, 158, 160, 295) in honor of Zeus, but Olympia is now in ruins 

“For accent af e0 see page 47, note 2. 
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and is difficult to reach. ‘The revival of the games has left its 
stamp upon intercollegiate sport today, being responsible for 
the introduction of the pentathlon, the discus, and the javelin, 

$104. Bapmitia = Bd th(o}rough + dpnite seine = seize thore 
‘oughly or completely 

$108. (6) 1 tude, ape. A. gNenes redraw rhe Bin, 8. Cope 
a, hy eben 

"@ 1. ebe tthe eaieas hy éruonh. 2 a ror carpe indereveey, 
egihatay bv rr rebipan. 8x ehh dry, ot Beira oi By Ener Blew ke 
pat dora aig rire. & abrocolza dele ty 79 erpurerddy. 

Page 68. Motto. Pindar, like most Greeks, was no teeto- 
taler. Nor is he here announcing a training maxim for athletes 
although an inscription on « retaining wall of the Delphic 
stadium forbids carrying wine within the enclosure. The poet 
is merely recognizing the vital merits of water. The class might 
be interested in hearing read a translation of the opening lines 
of his first Olympian. 

$109. Students are often surprised to discover that the 
ancient Grecks called their country Hellas and themselves 
Hellenes. They may be interested to lear that the modem 
‘terms come from the Latin Graeeia and Gracci, which names 
properly belonged only to section and a tribe in Epirus. The 
‘Romans extended these sectional names just as oriental people 
‘came to call all Europeans Franks” because of the French of 
the Crusades and as the Southerners at the time of the Civil 
‘War called all of their opponents ** Yankees.” 

Hellas proper was limited, but in a wider sense the term had 
fan ethnic rather than # geographies! meaning and applied to 
the Greek colonies that spread over the then known world. 
This in a good point at which to tell the class the extent of the 
pancient Greek world. If developed on a map, the class will 
Etunderstand better. 
{The marculiue artic and the accent on the antepenult show that 
po Parae is wanted, not pear. 
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$200.) 1. rei Beparer, 2 xp bane” 8. xpnars Godoy 
{oy teva wearers wlebou ved gDhares Hedge | 2 elrre tpar 

srakjper origi 8. br retro Scprocey Tht bude rit Ht Bese 
Jette oe yok Kgrye nara dele thy 385n. 6 e'4 dMNeyE repr 

Brehénuns abe Bo Betpeaor ras oes. 

Page 61. Picture. Until the chance discovery of this bit 

of seulpture in 1922, no one had ever suspected the existence a 

ineient Greece of @ gaine sth as hockey. Our picture shows 

Dot the two central figures of the match, ‘The complete reliet 

folds four other players, two on either side, each equipped with 

ejmnilar carved stick. Though the bodies are seen in profile, 

‘he eyes are enrved as if fll front, as is nsual with early sculp- 

ture. This relief, a3 well as others from the same lucky find, 

in the National Museum. 
Page 62. Motto. A good motto to Team. 

$112, (0) Le reir ry 8 erporbredor, 2 deo erprsiriy 
ee se ena ke ehd tern, Balas. 8 An ddr 
8 dinar toon fa. Te Dlpars, eei 

ere eaipdre ain tpaye red 2 tra pte 8 rg HEA 
teat va dgnara Bs exh pertne gohan fax ey bard dot 
ern te ditabans 4c robs hon pels eras tek din Thre, 
eT Tre tour dard) what ave abe Ar (OF Hie) rr rerenbe 
apa 

Page 68. Picture. This slab is from the sume find as the 

Hockey Match (page 61). It represents three events of the 

pontathlon’ a runner in postion to start dhe“ dash,” «pair of 

Petodlers, and a javelin thrower getting the proper balance of 

fis weapon. ‘The two remaining events of the pentathlon were 

the diseas and the broad jump. Have the class contrast the 

modern events that now constitute the pentathlon. 
Gf 148-117. These sections nood careful study because of 

the new ideas involved and the frequency with which partir 

ciples oceur in Greek, 
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$118, Ais is as near as the ancient Greek got to the Chris- 
tian “faith.” tArée is thought to have been a prominent fea~ 
ture of the Eleusinian Mysteries (see Picture). 

‘péaes is another good word for illustrating the principle dis- 
cussed in connection with § 38. 

‘Page 66. Picture. Eleusis lies about fourteen miles from 
Athens. Remains of the Sacred Way thut once connected the 
‘wo places may still be seea, A fine boulevard, at present only 
partially coustructed, will take its place, In the background 
‘my be seen the island of Salamis, 

‘The Mysteries attracted Grecks from the whole world. In 
time even Romans, such as Cicero, were initiated. To this day, 
in spite of the thousands that participated in the rites, we kmow 
only in the vaguest way the nature of the eult. 
F119.) 1. Aedaerres, garbrran, erablews, 2 redyarren, Thr 

Adiarren, 3 pbrwes, dehasroore. 4. Dain, xphuara 

$122 ‘The Greck and English expressions parallel one 
another. 

Page 69. Picture. Most Greck deities were thoroughly 
anthropomorphic and altogether lovely in appearance. Pan 
seems io be the creation of rustic imagination, However, he 
hhad a cave to himself on the north slope of the Acropolis and 
seems to have been widely honored. Of course his name pre- 
sumably has no connection with the word xés. Note the pipes 
hheld in his left hand. Pipes, though not of that variety, are still 
‘the favorite musical instrument of goatherd and shepherd in 
Greece, 

$129. (a) wien vibipe, A rea hts wdacer ol dpyorren rir Bipara, 
ay 1 Shop 

@) Leal bedires rade Subsorrer zplfouse cls durin. & Meaprer rh 
dred whade juin vaplexor wplypars. 3% ol guydles a0 xurrebouee rait 
(fora nour Cxore be peperenetec bd erpartrten. 

$125. See comment on § 62. 
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Page 10, Picture. Many examples of this type of vessel 
are in our museums. ‘The amphora is primarily a two-handed 
ave for transporting various liquids. ‘The Panathensic vase 
vas given as a prize in the Panathenaie Games, which were held 
Jn Athens with special splendor every four years. 

Tn shape and texture, and especially in decoration, Greek 
‘vases are real works of art. ‘The seene depieted on our vase 
Teptesents a boxing match, A man with a branch in his hand, 
faymbol of the umpire, is reproving one boxer for afoul 

§ 127. ‘The student should understand that, if the few prin 
ciples of contraction are mastered, his study of the individual 
forms of the contracted verbs will be simplified. 

$128, Experience shows that this requires careful stndy with 
the class in advance of the day's assignment. 

Page 73. Picture, ‘The story of Orpheus and Eurydiee is 
familiar, TL forms the theme of a well-known opera by Gluck. 
‘The class may discover a lot of pleasure and value in making a 
special study and report on Orpheus. 

Hierines may be reengnized in art not only by his eadueeus and 
singed heels — both of which are here lacking — but also by the 
Hat hat of the traveler, which here has dropped back on his 
shoulders. For his réle as yuxoroeés, compare §§ 318 and 

414 and the illustrations facing page 178 and on paze 222 
$129. With the words of the vocabulary one may well com- 

pare § 132, 

$180. (2) 1. oda, duce, xedtenrrog, foomee (or fee) 
8. ara, ie. 

(OT ote Blpracar eloas asi, 2. wre rates $Bb\yeer ab 
seIet rie nope sat tOr idan. 3. card tiv rhrre'EAMovorver ole 
Aercpleips, A. epdror abv ol fap napthacar sire 2 tN 

Page 74. Pictures. ‘The Greeks achieved nothing more 
exquisite than certain details of the Brechtheum. ‘The hones 
suckle frieze and the delicate, yet adequate, columns are notable. 
So, too, the North Portico, which appears to the left in the pie» 
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ture on page 334. ‘The north doorway is particularly fine, 
A.M. Brooks, Architecture, page 77, claims that " there is hardly 
‘a city of importance in the world which has not some public 
‘building with a doorway reminiscent of that in the north porch 
of the Brechtheum.” 

$135. Students may wonder how ma-eow becornes rade 
It should of course yield aig, which spelling is fonnd in some of 
the more recent editions of Greek authors. But the confusion 
is one of long standing, and most books print waves, 
§ 138. The distinction between middle and passive depo- 

nots (6 resenver for 9} 246, hy ‘ebich the there ‘has bean 
presented what is vital to that distinction, namely, the aorist 
passive. 

$141, (6) 1. T advise with myself, deliberate, meditate; I 
guard myself, amon my guard; T coral with (some one) for my 
‘wn interests, ask advice, confer with; Eturn myself, turn aside oF 
‘around, hare recourse (to something), 

(A) 1 brapeonrs, x08 Apyanror, fueron. 2 Bodouéng. % payouioue 
(©) Le e ph ees rd (or rere) Exsam ob Ay rrwinnn, 2 AxlBor 

tent 8 arparqyds rit Opgile dxohdue. Hk al eeNqioe airds Rprazay (or 
(hater) tt robren hv rbwor exestorre, 

Page 78 Picture. A small picture cannot do justice to an 
exquisite work of art like the Alesander Sarcophagus. The 
‘mouldings are of many varieties and besides are most delicate 
and appropriate to their particular functions. The carving of 
the panels of men and animals in action on all four sides of the 
sarcophagus is likewise most delicate. Many people are sur- 
prised to learn that paint was added to such o masterpiece, as 
in the ease of many other bits of fine Greek marble. ‘The effect, 
however, is not barbaric, but most pleasing 

Page 81. Picture. Dancing was much cultivated by the 
de of it an art. Tt was intimately associated 
mn. Usually mimetic, it was employed to por- 
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tray not merely emotions but also adventures. As such it 

naturally formed the germ of their dram 
‘Grave of body and beauty of drapery are quite obvious in 

‘his wief of dancing girls in the Louvre, Closer attention is 

‘required to note that here as elsewhere in similar reliefs figures 

‘outwardly much alike possess distinct individuality. 

$146. (@) 1. deebene din. erecta, doe (88 HOW BF 

coh oh plum), 7b evparbredor. 4 vebres (oF relrur), bevéray 
enous, 

ey ke bdr waudts perature, 2. Rives tpxeree ain rBrt ro 
ioe crparczrans oF bun wares abn earl) erparuir: 8. 6 
ce ara pdsertiex; te Ax Sbuer01 rh opele Bee udpie dvatorre te 

Trirg rh cOey, 8. terade Euerr bud rv brXirde pars buec. 

47, Lord Dunsany’s use of Aesop's Fables is one of many 

evidences of their perennial interest. 
§ 168. A useful framework for developing appreciation of 

the function of principal parts is found in § 548 and shoukd be 

consulted by the atudent as new tense forms appear. 

$186. (2) 1. diovan, dba yordeten 3 free, BN 
4 Abuonee 

COT set eae Bere fer (or Ose), of hex taupe ry 
ponddun, 3. dnd ra Bipara aMewero,o rept ds Eovier. 9. he Hoey 
arrae Cor adres) HytieBau rate ok weNires arty Erewear, 4 bray ores 
ERleworra, tale Boat? DMdowe Apxerras elect. 

Page 85, Picture. ‘This is another reli from the find of 

1922 (pages 61 and 63). ll are now in the National Museum at 

“Athens The complete slab shows an interested onlooker behind 

cach of two seated figures. The humor of the situation is quite 

obvious. 

§ 159. (a) 1 txum eropern wir 2 ptr dlbenden 3. Boe 
yecna Aleta A xtpie gil, Fnenpon, Pre 'b rdoren, 

SE Send dateore, Ts Krome: whxeata 
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(0) Ae ote Heras teande robe shane Seqeewan, 2 apareendjorrar ot 
ropsubucra. & 8 erpareybn abrobs #yeyer Gok 7h relly 7Ox wehapley 
Mrondrun 4 aNlqee Roaw ot floor rade ronydetas. Be 8 gor atrad 
an ieatearo tp et rip Eide dgtesre. a giNecet robe Jeprdfurrar 

pale (0 dpndrae) rt yunaeat xal robr atlas, 7. ot gvyder 

Page 81. Pislure. This familiar statue, now in the Louvre, 
is commonly identified with the divine huntress, whom the 
Romans called Diana, Her tunic is girt up in a manner appro- 
priate to that deity, to permit of lively action. She is in the act 
of fastening over her right shoulder & short cape oF cloak such 
‘as was usual with cavalry and others whose hands must be free. 
‘The original wus probably of bronze and needed no meaningless 
tree trunk to support its weight and maintain its balance. 

$160. The principles presented in this section eannot be 
stressed too strongly. Students get more satisfaction once they 
feel their power to figure things out for themselves. This book 
tims to encourage such practice, Students should cultivate the 
habit of refraining from consultation of the Greek-English vocab- 
tulary until they have exhausted all other resou 
verse habit develops only too easily and many 
looks for the meaning of a word which he eould place on second 
thought. 

Page 90. Picture. ‘The two orchestra chairs here shown 
bear the titles of the priests whove tight it was to sit there, As 
‘already noted, the Church did not frown upon the stage. 

$166. cies dort ris tor; deMtrds rods, mun re, Aveda rene, 
20 pb v1 Bp ror, Suator rawr, 

§168. This table should be consulted by the student when- 
fever in subsequent lessons he is doubtful about the placing of 
paitiler words, 
[Page 98. Picture. ‘This well-known statue of Sophocles is 
PP the Lateran at Rome. ‘The sculptor has well caught the 
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poise and serenity of his subject, The receptacle containing 

rolls indientes his literary character. 
172, This is one of many references to the mental and 

physical alertness of the ancient Greeks. ‘They were eternally 

Foung, filed with the joy of living. Active and keen, they 

ound pleasure in the simple things of life and did not need art- 

feial excitement, Renan once said: “Celle race @ toujours 

tingl ana?” More recently G- Stanley Hall, Adolesconce, 12085 

Trpressed the same idea when he wrote that the Wtory and 

Troature of ancient Greece “owe their perennial charm for 

al ater ages to the fact that they represent the eternal adoles- 

‘cence of the world” 
‘This alertness was accompanied by great, inquisitiveness, 

which led them to enjoy argument and discussion, examination 

[nd qnwvexamination, It also led them to probe into the 

secrets of nature, mind, and spirit as far as intelligence could 

probe without the help of such instruments of precision as the 

microscope. 
‘96. Picture. This statue of the Calf-bearer belongs 

to the early period of Greek seulpture, when artists were aceus- 

tomed to make nude male figures. The occasion for which this 

statue wus designed seemed to require that the figure be clothed, 

‘As a result, the drapery is suggested chiefly by lines and perhaps 

‘yp the addition of paint. For its peciod the figure bus many’ 

points of excellence: the heut of thecal, its hind quarter, the 

‘arms and abdomen of the man. 
GTB, (0) 1 ete, whteger, Brora eae 3 rh 

selon TD Leweblere; 2. sal torenbiocindmrre epi rebiberor |B redasteh 
won pea ts TE ude Ae erpancarne is HABE Bohuy giver olefin, 
slo Ho 8 20p 8 lhe raph rar ghar; 

Page 97, Picture, ‘Tho Temple of Athena Parthenos (Vis 

sin) is here viewed from the northeast. Like most Grosk 

amples, the main entrance was at the eastern end. Lord Elgin 
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long ago carried off many slabs from the frieze, several metopes, 
fand most of the figures then remaining from the pedimental 
groups to form the chiof treasure of the British Museum; but 
the dullest visitor to Athens stands in roverent awe before the 
shattered torso. The expert alone is aware of all the refinements 
of workmanship that make the total efloctresistless in its beauty, 
but the local guide will show with pride that bulge in the line of 
the steps which is quite unnoticed until, sighting from one end, 
you cannot see your bat reposing at the other. 
Page 98. Moto. Every language seems to have its palin- 

drome. Compare the English, Able was T ere I saw Elba, and 
the Latin, Otto tenct mappam madidam mappam tenct Otto 
‘The sentiment contained in the Greek palindrome is on a some- 
‘what higher level. Such exercises in Greek were the more 
natural because there was no visible di 

$185. (0) 1. whtomen denen, Bbw, yerdeomran 3, Bae 
abvar, eeper. 

G) Te Dabnade Aporras. Bw tre wh ak raider nocd adder 
8. pb rain wehepans ABiuer. AL exelouper tna ius wh dreyedewes rh 
tera oles. 
§ 186. iANor = a strip of fishes (originally BiBhos), papy- 

rua; then, paper, document, book : used in the plural, 7% dia 
= the (sacred) books. 
§ 187, The ¢ of the Greek optative has a parallel in the 

isforms of the Latin subjunctive: sim, laudaverim, velim, ete. 
$190. In making advance assignment it seems desirable to 

direct special attention to the forms of the second person singular 
‘and the third person singular and plural 

§ 191. Similarly, it is well to call special attention to the 
diflerence in stem between the singular and the plural optative 
of gadte and cai (17 in the singular and only \ in the plural, 
‘except for ue in the third person). 

$193, géos is another word which will be better understood 
-after such comment as in § 38. 
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Page 103. Picture. ‘The Roman name for this divinity was ‘Venus, and because the statue was found on the island of Melos the French title is Venus de Milo. It constitutes the most Priceless possession of the Louvre, where it occupies @ room to itself. ‘The arms are said to be at the bottom of the Aegean, where they were accidentally dropped when the statue was being hastily put on shipboard. But armless though it be, it far ‘excels all Romzn copies of the goddess of love and beauty. Fate played a whimsical trick when she decreed that the most noted Greek original should be a statue of unknown date and unknown workmanship. 
$396 (0). ategare, xp. 2 den 3 hy ddan, 1 ralea &éeray luis tyres apehper, 2. ddr Exay xataara, Hees godevs. 3. He Rrral run, otro De. ads Bicones, kat volt perdi pyc, ole Bo 06 exon xd. 
$195. ‘The jingle of this, when read aloud, adds to its amit ing character: 2 |v 2iv 21 A. 
§ 196. All know the stories of Diogenes and his tub and lantern, 
Page 106. The student should have his attention called to 

the footnotes om this page 
Page 107, Picture, ‘This fresco is but one of many remark- 

able art treasures unearthed in the present century in the palace of the fabled king of Crete. Minos’ kingdom had fallen before 
the Trojan War, of which Homer sang three thousand years ago. 

$201. (0) 1. drwtivan, needy nad. 2 te, Mervaure, 8. awe mre 
(1 (tte) deere dpripby re nad xpiclor. 2 rotrvedhltater tha ope er eal Dove gear. Bad 789 ol erpariOrec rr pcbbn Beare 4. Gdvky) ments mpdrvven 5 Slee Epp at wandr pan 
$205. (0) andten ape, Ken, Lupin, dxBepin, Kronor, de tray, dpe. Attention shoald be ealed to Zoutuote 6. 
$206. We have now had all possible forms of conditional 

sentences. The student should be sure to review that topie at 
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this point with the aid of § 547. His attention should especially 
be ealled to the use of conditional sentences as models for all 
possible types of sentences involving a relative word. ‘The cor- 
rect phrasing can always be determined by substituting the 
appropriate relative for the « 

‘Page 110. Picture, ‘This gravestone, now in the Acropolis 
Museum, Athens, is typical of its class by reason of its restraint, 
dignity, and beauty. 

$208, (0) 1. dogfoer, BYAdde, % Behave orpereenten B SBcky 
aye. 
C51 orparcinnr, aba truge eran civor ston, 2. lay 

tron to vgiccan al 07 ecg Ba Aycan eo erty 8 orper is 
Ciro rddeer Bees pln Ae ee Spyueres wh Barer, ol wires ote 
{br racdr Eagan 

Page 111. Picture, At this point slong the Isthmus the 
modern carriage road descends close to the water’s edge. Higher 
up can be made out the stone arches that bear the railroad track 
over a sheer declivity. Somewhere in this neighborhood the 
villain Seirom had the pleasant habit of toppling the unwary 
traveler over the clifls, One wonders if the Spartan hoplites 
could have marched along such forbidding slopes. 

§ 209. With vfepvfrqr connect the motto of #BK (page 
104). 
$10. (f) Tactical, didactic; despotic, logical; tactics, gym 

nastics; logio, magic. 
(a) brerayyruin, earmonuts, Porancts, xadaprahy Ueruchy Brewis, 

senparni, pacer aati 
$219. ‘The infinitive in indirect discourse was presented in 

§.50. It is here repeated for convenience. ‘The student will 
be pleased to learn how much simpler are the phenomens of 
indirect discourse in Greek than in Latin. 

$219, (1, dpcorras wAéveen, eal. 2. Frawre, Baprdoas, 3. Bo~ 
tere, rarroutrovs, Buyer. A. Kiley Epoore. 
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(@).1. Berea Be @NBI oe Boddaoorry Aner. 2 bed ponte doy 
iar 5 adnate Equc, ele rhe Radda wbapes Tots Poohonéroet, 3, Oval 8 
Lnucr drdoarey, ol eby wird drptharro ee gerts. 4. Xiper Shor iv por 
Sern) bre (OF 9) ghar. 

Page 116. Picture. Agamemnon’s palace at Mycenae was 
swell defended. Its huge walls of massive blocks were said to 
Ihave been built by the Cyelopes, whom the Greeks believed to 
bbe a race of giants. ‘The lintel of the gate is formed of a single 
slab 16} feet long, 8 feet broad, and over 5 feet thick at the cen~ 
ter, The Hons’ heads disappeared long ago. ‘They seem to 
have been dowelled on and may have been of bronze. From the 
summit of the citadel, the eye sweeps the whole Argive plain 
southward to the sea,” No enemy coud approach unobserved. 

$291. (4) Intrmogative—riey sn rh row 
nde ra, rit 7 
$292. (a) 1 rernran bt Horee. Be dy adseleran, robe 

Be aderwer. A rolre 6, bear tir, 
Gy Le dae haan ron goharas joey ehpars, db 

past reorave tor dBi spigoraarparde. 3. tere By wy Der 
setae ol Row bugerro tor noble. 6. vol aby aig trate 
Toerde, fw exec fel rh une 

Page 118. Picture, The general effect of the Olympicum 
is best seen on page 55. But sixteen columns now remain of the 
original 101, Bach measures 56.6 feet in height and 5.6 feet in 
diameter at the base. One of the missing columns was burnt 
by the Turks to make lime. The fate of the others ie unknown. 
‘The Olympieum gets its name from its patron deity, Olympian 
Zeus, We know of only two Greek temples that exceeded it in 
size — that of “ Diana of the Ephesians” and one at Selinus in 
Sicily. 

‘Page 120. ‘The Greeks regarded Delphi as the “navel ” of the 
earth, Thither flocked not only Greeks of every tribe but 
“barbarians” from remote corners of the known world, all eager 
to gain an answer on topies ranging from statecraft to petty 
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dotuils of domestic economy, and enriching the sanctuary in 
their gratitude, ‘The priests had unusual opportunities to be 
well informed and for centuries they exerted a tremendous 
influence. ‘The site is replete with memories, although the god 
and his attendants have vanished. 

$225. (a) In case your students do mot understand why we 
say that words in -ology are not derived from Aéyos but from 
Aéyo, you may refer them to § 53. 

$225, (@) Topograpiy, paleogrophy; ontiropology, ebronal- 
ony. 
§ 225. (d) Aneothetive, pilosophize. 
$228. Compare and contrast the respective values of the 

genitive, dative, and accusative in expressions of time, 
$290. (0) 1. vf aeerdpg ment, "BAyeer, 2 Panade, 8 rhe wera 

iva, "Exdavicd, xedersr. 4. syenines, fue oF snepdn, Thy arolBa. 

Page 124, Pioluro, ‘Through the English version of the New 
‘Testament, most people know this rock as Mars’ Hill, Mars 
being the Latin counterpart of Ares. But we do not know any 
good reason for associating the hill with Ares, 

‘The rock is absolutely bare and rises nearly four hundred feet 
above the sea level. Here sat the oldest court in Athens. The 
temple in the plain below is the Thesum. 
§ 283. Further light on Greek religion is to be found in books 

like G. Lowes Dickinson, The Greek View of Life, and C. H. 
Moore, The Religious Thought of the Grecks. Some of the class 
‘may be glad to read these. 

Page 126, Mollo, A good motto to learn and not difficult. 

$298, (2) 1. bur AAP 2 rantensy re 
8 Zangére, Dn. 
(1 sat v5 deolyg ploy "DA abc Corte aire. 2. 3 pre 

11 wre oh erbere. 3s aoe Heuer Eybrera Wiha DH. 
A tan rb iim ot BU erpaionan Gravy hypo, 5. Be pe 
Pe Brdeeare enh vate 

ay dated. 
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Facing page 128, Picture. ‘The columns of most Greek 
temples were built of drums. The dutings were cut after the 
drums were in place, It iy an impressive tribute to the loving 
skill of the Greck architect and stonecutter that, after so many 
centuries of earthquake and despite the explosion that wrecked 
the center of the building, so meny columns stillstand in perfect 
alignment. Note especially the second from the left, So per- 
fect were the joints in a column of the Propylaes that, in the 
work of reconstruction, the wooden ore of one of the drums 
was found unrotted 

Page 129. Motio. Another good motto that is easy to mem- 

$245. Here we meet those famous accusatives, that of the 
thing «fected nnd that of the person or thing afected. 
Page 191. Picture, This figure is part of a slab that once 

constituted part of the base of a statue or group at Mantinéa. 
‘Three slabs are now extant and in the National Museum, 
‘Athens, 

$248, (0) 1. wera, rorhde, 8. eit, ernpl 8 eRe, te ph recfooer, 
(©) 1. rat Banger rots Ut 200 Spe wxorrans 2. ol Mos Ble wh ot epnbarras ob dolores tnt rb teen tGr raion elon datahin of "AByrain Berra rice rots Ott Hain. 4, 7b ahs ote HOOen lrg bee ota. 5. delrg 79 fadpg Henares Beare 7 bps. 
§.249. A good description of the ancient roll may be found 

in F. W. Hall, A Companion to Claseioal Texte, Any good dice 
tionary of classicel antiquities will contain needed information. 

$260. The meter of this Ansereontic is iambic dimeter 
‘atalectie (see scheme in comment ou § 195}. The English is 
a fair imitation of the rhythm. English derivatives will help. 
in rendering the passage: chord, erotic, echo, lyre, aifetio, 
antiphonal, heroes, 
§ 256. (0) 1. Girvont, rar whelor. 2 Oy pepBper, 8, aidan arderareu 4, guliprara, $e 
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(0) 4 drupe des laren aby fe Sp rHeTBNNABIE, 2 Berna 
Br al eoddal Purves tyson, HBdas ebdnede. of uh raat far ab 
ontoess 9 Spzer be Sows Shbyor, Ae bya Ao 18 elpne 12 709 rlzer, 
5. rob oDons Br alreuey wodS4, 

Page 136. Picture. This motope from a temple at Selinus 
in Sicily is now in the museum at Palermo. Its date is about 
6002.0. Its archaic characteris betrayed by the general heavi- 
ness of the forms and particularly by the fact that Perseus and 
‘Medusa are conceived as moving toward the'right, while they 
hhave their faces full to the front as if looking to the spectator 
for support and counscl. ‘The Gorgon appears to hold in her 
embrace a very diminutive Pegasus, 

Page 138, Picture. ‘This grave monument of Aristion is 
pethaps seventy-five years later than the Medusa metope (Page 
136). It represents a warrior grasping his spear and wearing 
alight helmet and cuirass. It is one of the notable works of 
art in the National Museum at Athens. A replica has recently 
been set up at the battlefield of Marathon, 

§ 268. (1) 1. a" Badyer jeer meertnepen 2: Hr al mater dle 
nore yb eis, teoras izbadlevops. 8, ob fraps darren tyberre 
ir Gur (or horas) wwhirdn. 4. of SagBeps Bear Br gebee dere. 
5. rp bly rh bre dp ann dropper raph hv ora. 
Page 189, Picture. ‘The temple of Zeus at Olympia presum- 

ably was overthrown by an earthquake. One drum shows very 
plainly the square cutting in which was placed the wooden core 
that was employed for the purpose of rotating the column and 
securing a perfect ft. 

Page 140. Picture. ‘The scene depicted on this vase prob- 
ably represents one of the professional entertainers who some- 
times amused the guests at a banquet. Such performers, if 
desired, might be supplied by the caterer. More intellectual 
Athenians found adequate entertainment in matching wits. 
§ 267. Connect with §§ 269 and 270 and footnote 1 to the 

latter. OF course, this rule for the formation of adverbs from 
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the gonitive plural of udjectives is merely a rule of thumb and 
Trot an explanation, Like most rules of thumb, it is convenient, 

‘Page 143. Picture, Chariot racing was early introduced 
into the great national games of Greece, Of course, only the 

‘wealthy could afford to enter a team, whiereas the poorest 
sight reasonably hope to compete in one or more of the other 
events. 

Bronze statues from old Greck times are very rare, Many 
were carried off by Roman generals and prooonsuls. Nero is 

TMid to have taken five hundred bronzes from Delphi alone. 
Titimately most of the bronze sculpture seems to have been 

‘melted down for the metal that was in them, just as many a 

marble statue found its way to the lime kiln. 

§ 242, (b) 1, te wheiern waplewsran, % ebro 4oANS aie (oF 
carers) tel ra “EAAHvun 8. 6 addin obx brbereve Riper dépiter 
cance, A of Bim aMlyy Bares deere Suan §. inde Be Exon 
rosipes rales. 

§.277, With drdoas an 

$28, () Le rhet regan Stren Epyers ®t 
aekctenn A eattee free tropeiube vy vaxier in 8 8 
MED hues trates dn Sera, erprava Bear 100 erparondiey 
SP teetete a reve nts Bieter Bra, 

Page 148, Picture. Athens was not famous for its cavalry, 

but an lite corps of wealthier young men were known as tras 

‘end lent color to such pageantry as the Panathenaic procession. 

Greek horsemen did not use saddles, — nor, of course, stirrups. 

‘This goes far to explain § 382. Bronze reins were doubtless 

once attached to the marble horse of our picture 
‘Page 149, Motio, A splendid thought, like the Latin Vrs 

stat respublion, 
$281. Tt might be well to explain that the wocent ofthe word 

njeye, excopt for the nominative singular, has been patterned 
on mario. 
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§ 984. (0) 1. reo ata to Sh, 2. od rh xB oes o dere, 
B. teat b Unncts éxtwicer ard 400 Teen eoayts trobennen. 4. xotwadt 
pir (Pir) BeoiNd Gpcrtvoven, mel Bol. 5. 70> "EXdyrcOy Ohedy 
Tuer 0nd bud erre AMP 

Page 161, Picture. ‘This statue of the great orator, now in 
the Vatican, agrees with the literary record in representing him 
fas a man of great seriousness and determination, He is here 
seen with a ease for rolls at his feet such as accompanies the 
Lateran Sophocles (page $3). In his bands he holds a scroll, 
fon which would be inscribed one of his speeches. But. hands 
‘and seroll are a restoration, and itis thought that in reality the 
bands should be elasped. One hardly suspects Demosthenes 
of reading his orations, although it is manifest that he spent 
‘many hours in their preparation. 
§ 288. It might be well to ask the class the meaning philippie 

has today. 
$287. (@)_xeprpria (yelp hand and ipyor work), French i= 

rurgie (cirurgien), ehirurgeon, surgeon: dxoxhjrra, dvomyfia, 
Fr. apoplevi, apoplexy; dir, bysra, Lat. agonia, agony; ayn, 
AyariLouat, dywrurrie, Agonistes; wdedor more und nude new, 
Pliocene vats, vovole, nausea, 

"ERsrum. 2. Hrren, 108 warps. 
4. dbeiraret. 6 Boa, Grentoe 
Te ser depen 

(@) L. Ge whairres roy Nexayiy dpiferrar rate rauel 2 6 ode zarip 
i (or 9 8) sabre Exitere, 8 fyvede rd rip 

Aesirg vi ining Yerburor gopegbr, 4. bea ol del ro6 rebgons Boer iM 
ueron alexearon dr fy (oF byévere) ek ol EXManes ib Raton thy xBin, 
1. (ee) dl od nouns rhe unréo. 

Page 163. Picture. Little is to be seen today at Olympia 
save the foundations of temples, gymmasia, and treasuries, bases 
fon which once stood glorious stutues, and & small but choice 

{collection of finds, of which the most notable item is the famous 
)jBlermes of Prasteles (acing page 176). But the wild olive sill 
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‘grows in the sacred precinct and the glory of the great games will 
never die, A good description of the Olympic Games is given 
by B. Norman Gardiner, Gresk Athletic Sports and Festials. 

‘Page 164. Motto. Another notable saying, with which we 
may compare Horace’s Non ouenis moriar. 

$290. With the epigram at the end connect the motto on 
page 212, Like mast Greck epigrams, this is composed of a 
dactylic hexaincter and the so-called elegiac pentameter: 

eee eyvlovvlaivelay 

Page 155. Picture, ‘The brazen column of twisted serpents, 
‘on whose coils wore engraved the names of the Greek communi- 
tice represented in the famous victory over the Periian, now is 
tobe seen in the midst of the ancient hippodrome at, Constanti- 
nople. Tt was cazried there many centuries ago. ‘The heads of 
the serpents have been destroyed, but the letters of the names are 
still legible on close inspection. 

Page 157. Footnote 3 should not be overlooked. 
§§ 296-299. The same arrangement of meters is employed 

haere as in § 200. 
‘Facing page 100. Picture. Long ago the river Cladeos eov- 

ered the stadium at Olympia with a blanket of mud and sand 
many fect thick. ‘The farmer now runs his plow where onee the 
athlete sped to win the crown. Only the starting lines are now 
visible, but the imposing vaulted entrance tempts the fancy to 
imagine the gay and handsome youths who thronged that way 
shen Greece was in her prime. 

§ 308. (6) 1. ah cowdegre cis rBe ait, % ddr Bothurrar ebepes 
pote, teron tes tara. Se roctrrer ot ylgomes Aros br bat 
TL seonotres perdu vip Petrie Efe. 8. py AAelogre rat rr fre 
Spengee 
Page 163. Picture. The phrase “Hollow Lacedaemon” 

is Homer's and is richly deserved, for the Spartan plain is shut 
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in by lofty mountains. Tayzetus (seen in the background) 
5a nearly 8000 feet in height, and the lofty range of Purnon on 
the east is considerably higher than Mt. Washington. ‘The 
plain is rich and well watered, producing splendid oranges 
‘Our picture shows a prosperous grove of olives. 

$305. I. For meter, see comment on § 200. 
Il, ‘The moter is unapaestie dimeter eatalectic: 

vy se =| — 2— Oh the English, 
TESLIPLLET The Lott | is acvsne | ing. Pre- 
we vais pare ye! 

$810. 6) L aryoe, perale Sglonran 2. éredeintan, dronste 
‘niras, 8. exoraiorur, garotrras, ola pBepes. 

(©) 1. partes det v6 eruart. "2. xapeierde ward rd fpae debby rare 
Dédare robe dresoteres. 8. gh deaddrreese dad deliv reD xupleu Bas Ab 
srarrés ra rapj. 4 guharrdedur roe pede ol lnees buchos bower 

Page 168. Picture. The citadel of Corinth ris to a height 
of 1886 feet and the aseent, though arduous, rewards the traveler 
with a wonderful panorama of sparkling waters and sun-kissed 
‘mountains. Tt must have been capable of strong defence. The 
‘ancient town spread out northward to its harbor on the Corin- 
thian Gulf. Only « small portion of the town has thus far been 
iumeovered, for the expense of removing the mass of accumulated 
arth is probibitive, but the excavations have brought to light 
many things of great interest. 

§316. (0) 1. dros... dfebbueba is the subject of pid. 
‘This usage is analogous to the “object clause” treated in § 308. 

@) 1. xarerinn etotiraras, Uaprateuémr. 2. naPhoeete, 5G. 
8. 4a, dxedariras, Newer 

(©) 1. obras SStrup paiersssueie trrun 2 onoreie bor Abu teat 
rir thetelas ha wh palnurras deers dopa. 
4. kc on eurtir Seer lr rh ele tatra npuoieun, 5. § kexur Beviie 
ra brn 1B ber ilas pbb 
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Page 171. Picture, Similar tokens of this thrilling episode 

in Athenian history are to be seen elsewhere in the same northern 
wall, The tale of Themistocles’ exploit is told by ‘Thucydides, 

T. 90-93, and should prove interesting to a class. 

§ 318. Some students may be interested if this dialogue is 

connected with the pictures on pages 73 and 222 and that 
facing page 176. 

926. (0) 1. dofhrac ph pelrurracdxedrips tore (ro8) Bard, 
2b wats obe dyahérgwey trl ri atin Erover. a dgeotaebe wh ty of 
esa fara Ae dod pre SSpaur rb ap dase 

Facing page 176. Picture. This glorious statue was found 

‘by the Germans in the deposit left at ‘Olympia by the overflow 

of the river Cladeos, It is the chief treasure of the focal 

museum, Tt is a lifesize statue of the god carrying his young 

brother, Dionysus, on his left arm. His right arm, now gone, 

held gome object toward which the baby hand is reaching. 

Exeept for the right arm and lower part of the Tegs, the igure 
of the god is complete, Ts is in a wonderful state of preserva- 
‘tion, thanks to the soft mud into which it fell. 

$332, You may care to remind your dass that, like 

pdurquct, memini has no present. 

$883. (6) 1. of Baborrsoby wintnien rb oGa abot. 2. wevelies 
(rin) peed ris neqlerés Tiler dngérn, 8 8 kyyien réract rebr 
Sangre re (8) Reps ébrycr, ke eh enya derbies rb Bara 
aired Aryehebrre, 

Facing page 180. Picturr, One of the Maidens— often 
called Caryatides — now stands in the British Muscum in the 
room of the Elgin Marbles. A terra cotta replica has taken its 
place. ‘The device of supporting an architectural member by 
‘means of the human form has been tried in. many places but 
nowhere with the success that marks this charming poreh on 
‘the Aeropolis. By reason of various modifications in the entab- 
lature and of their own natural pose, the Maidens seem wholly 
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unconscious of thelr burden, which they sustain with airy grace. 
‘They impress one us if they might at any moment start forward 
together, freed from the labor that they have so easily per~ 
formed. 

§ BKB. (0) 1, Far nlrouery suenrior duiy Brus degaddr peveduer 
ob weraupévee del 73 résoy. 8. v8 whys pra Adee 

rac rg hoya eal 13it oDy eing. 4, 8d rb epee xb 70 weraua BiaBardoy 
air al. 

Page 184. Picture. Paconius is one of the lesser sculptors 
of the fifth century. His success with the statue of Vietory, 
which is now in the Museum at Olympia, may serve to suggest 
in some measure the supreme beauty of the work of those who 
coutranked him, His Vietory is represented as still in the air, 
floating downward on outstretched wing. An eagle is beneath 
her feet. The treatment of the drapery is especially noteworthy, 
being very daring by reason of the fact that the entire figure is 
ut from a block of marble. One naturally compares with this 
work the Victory of Samothrace shown on page 231. 

{ 846, It is well to call attention to the fact that both types 
‘of deponents have their future in the middle voice. 

§ 947. This is a very important and, we think, a very help- 
fal summary of prineipal parts. ‘To ensure understanding of 
the function of the various parts, § 548 should again be carefully 
studied. When reviewing verbs it is sometimes useful to write 
‘a number of Greek formson the board. Point to them in irregue 
Tar sequence and ask students to locate them. Again, students 
‘may be asked to translate various English verbs and the instruc- 
tor can show the proper Greek form among those on the boa 

$848. 1 rd rudd wpldy tel rir duatdr epir xebror Barer, 
2, rir wiheus Anpbeiene reper (Be) tule éxl 79 Spo. 8. 5 Er her 
Ohaker drs y tecereNh ob paper. A. vf erepae evvhlueba rh xp 
ward cov Prarbore (oF xecdeunéra). 6. 8 xals Gira: mh ely dovd 78 
Sapo, 
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$351. Catullus’ poem has for ite first stanza: 
Mle mi par esse deo videtur, 
Mle si fas est, superare divos, 
Qui sedens adversus identidem te 

Spectat et audit 
When Tennyson first published his Fatima, he prefixed as @ 
motto the first verse and half of Sappho’s poem, thus acknowl 
edging his debt to her. 

Page 189, Picture. ‘This painting should be compared with 
the frontispiece, also by Alme-Tadema, who excelled most mod- 
cern artists in is ability to put the Greek spirit into his paintings, 

$962. ‘The numeral adverbs are probably not common 
enough to deserve special study and therefore have not been 
included in this section, They are useful in § 355 (), but after 
the first has been identified, by means of the Greek-English 
Vocabulary, the rest are manifest 
§ 353. It may help students to know that the accent of la 

in the genitive and dative has been affected by that of the mas 
culine and neuter 
$965.) 1. dew B afew, B eesevaat roi A rpénorra. 

Bxlueu Gs dere Ts fy rérvoper, etn Biv. (In 1, 2, and dae 
‘econ dew.) 

Pege 192. Picture, This bust, now in the Capitoline 
Museum at Rome, does not represent the Greek ideal of beauty. 
Nor did Socrates himself. He was bald, pugnosed, and inclined 
to corpulence, if we may believe tradition. In Xenophon, 
‘Symposium, 5. 5-7, Socrates himself in a jesting manner defends 
‘various details of his physical appearance. Elsewhere we learn 
that his acquaintances were surprised that so good a man could 
be so ugly, for to the Athenian # gentleman was ads re xtyebls. 
§ 358. Tt may be a revelation to some member of the class 

+o read a good translation of Plato's Apology and Phaedo (the 
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death scene at the end). Everett Dean Martin, The Meaning of 
«a Liberal Education, page 198, tells of the profound impression 
made upon a boy by the reading of Plato's story. 

Page 193. Picture, This monument to Hag&sd was set 
up outside the Dipylon Gate, Athens. It has recently been 
removed for safe keeping to the National Museum. 

Page 194, Motto. Of course, eefeprirns really means helme- 
‘man or pilot, a more effective figure than that of the conven- 
tional translation here given. 
§ 57. (©) ‘The student should be told to observe the in the 

perfect middle and the aorist passive of weie, He may need 
to be told that yéyom is a second perfect active form and does 
rnot fall under the middle, He may use either aorist passive 
of mAfrra, 

$958. (a) 1. prtenln, pAées (an wugment would have called for 
Gabe and an unatlaiuable With), Meduatroy rsit wsheplos. 2. Frz064, 

8, elrdire xine, | 4. older, dgedian (or dgehizouer). 
piplovt, ceroriévey, rOONGY flapBpur. 6. Bopp, ri 

andes. 
(B) 1. seb aptrere fre wh apidire, 2 rob Epxorres Ternbres Sccfardor 

ude ry rhpon, Bee galvurro rie Deabyplas Sere Aas, 4, dover 
Udalra svabiobs rpie roparkynae doses nel fie, 5. dros wlere 

ras td vr Roxeyar; 6, dpepotuebe i 5 réger 

§ 360. “In general, if an author wishes to be read, it is as 
well for him to be readable, and even Plutarch admits that 
Herodotus was readable; his charm was a snare, But contem- 
pporaries and Iater generations do not always find the same man 
readable; tastes change, and styles change, and many an age 
hhas found it hard to understand how its grandparents could 
‘endure the anthors they positively enjoyed. And still Herodo- 
tus is tend, os Homer is read and Shakespeare; they all keep 
something that fescinates every age.” 

‘T.R, Glover, Herodotus, page 3. 
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Page 197, Picture. ‘This suporb statue of Marcus Aurelius, 
cone of the finest equestrian statues of all time, is now in the 
Square of the Capitol, Rome, Note that the motto at the head 
‘of this lesson is taken from Marcus Aurelius’ Greek writings. 

§ 865. Attention should be called to the fact that Sirauat 
(as also &everapas) has recessive accent in the subjunctive and 
optative. In the imperfect dive and griore are commoner 
than éSinuvo and jxiorase, 

$368. Terps is one of the few verbs with both first and 
second aorists. Students will be glad to learn that, when a verb 
hhus both of these forms, the fist is transitive and the second is 
intransitive 

§ 870. Picture, The Z for 2 indicates the work either of an 
illiterate (and many early Christians were slaves) or of a Roman 
who had no real knowledge of Greek. 

Page 201. Motto. ‘This is one of the world’s most famous 
sayings, 

§3TA. (0) 1, 1 Bivaces rir hor woken rb sign lerh eal. 2. beds 
alin érleracre ra nanuréros (08 Soverardvan) gehen. 8. hucene 
od rats foraves trl 7B Oipg, A 5 Rogar obs aby abrg formes él 1 
mbar 
§ 376. (J) Call for similar forms already learned: dxopes, 

dxoplt; Deepa Rerbeplts orbs, wpias ides, ra. 
Page 203. Picture, ‘The Greeks peopled the world of nature 

swith deities. Arethiisa was a wood nymph who fled from the 
river god Alphéus and was tumed into afountain. The graceful 
plants growing in her waters are the famous papyrus, 

$380. (¢) 1. Spano 
feryeus, 2. tear l btras Boba bBacay ri relor. 3, obetrs wbres 
Aeioraoro viv erparvyi robe wbrain@ levderan 4. wh tovaste (Ot erie) 
ee ph wb jus dag fora 
§ 282. ‘The point of the jest will be better understood if ref- 

erence is made to the picture on page 148 and to the eomment on 
it in this manual, 
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Page 207, Picture. ‘These Greek temples, not far from 
Naples, suggest the extent of Hellenism in Italy. ‘Travelers who 
find it difficult to visit Greece are well repaid by journeying the 
few miles from Naples to Paestum. Our picture shows quite 
inadequately the majestic beauty of these outposts of Greek 
architecture, The Temple of Poseidon, for whom the town 
originally was named, shows better than almost any other the 
device of supporting the roof by means of a dauble row of cal- 
‘ums, one upon the other. 

Page 208. Motio, Perhaps the most famous of all Greek 
sayings, certainly one of the most significant. ‘The Latin eoun- 
terpart is mauid nimis, 

§ 388. (6) Le Zonvar ciptras trtintn, Neseurro Sr. 2. devs 
a dow yous raph 1Qy per out. 8. 4 york Daken re 8 drhp 
iris or waleciewoNhds 4, tndoxerro el Fale tray Baoihéé evfecx 

Page 210, Picture. This bust of Zeus, found at Otricoli 
and now in the Vatican, although the product of Roman times, 
is nevertheless ealled " the finest example we possess of the nor- 
mal Greek conception of the head of Zeus.” "Like the famous 
colossal statue of “the father of gods and of men” made by 
Phidias foF the temple at Olympia, it may have been inspired by 
‘the words of Homer (Iliad T. 628-630). Phidias’ statue is said 
to have overwhelmed the beholder with a surge of religious awe 
and veneration. 

Page 241. Picture, Even in this coin the artist manages to 
produce the eifect of majesty and strength. Many Greek coins 
are real works of art, ‘The symbols F and A on the reverse 
stund for FAAEIQN, which in Attic Greek would be HAEIQN, 
that is, of the Eléans. F is called digamma, It is not found 
in Attic but lingered on to a faitly late date in some dialects 
and found its way into the Roman alphabet and thence into 
our own, 

Page 212. Moti. This will mean more if it is connected 
swith the epigram at the end of § 290, 
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$396. (0) 1. eurrieras rete wares rhe Béraur fxn bedireetas, 
2. robrar Niles Yrruv aber &98pa Tapehairovre, 8. abt. ilherree whe 
1iipa dvoerevasoENgyet iain. 4. rovuiry paxplrepr Uhrare 8 rate 
ra 4 xarte, 

$1996. ‘The title is from Ovid's Hine, fae est et ab haste dooer’. 
§ 399. Most Greek epitaphs are far superior in sentiment to 

the sort we see in our cemeteries, ‘There is a deal of pathos in 
the simple restraint of the epitaph here given 

Page 216. Moto. ‘This Greck phrase has been adopted as 
the motto of a prominent American publishing house, 

$406. (2) 1. drtainne ph Mate pe Bege bid, 2. box Frege 
ods burdots bps dpe. tc of al 7a3 elyor obs rexavera, 
bo Wrest robs devrdrdour, —. beuerdneBa iy dabpa Ora rp 
tetn by drove ries fxn, ris a freee 

Page 218, Picture. Though far less impressive than the 
Parthenon, the ThesEum is well preserved and serves to illustrate 
the general forms and details of a Dorie temple. Scholars are 
in doubt as to its exact identity 

$419. (0) 1. 4) droBoner A Sgedoner (or re bgedbuer)s Bab 
Koper abr Bey pp weir ole Ree br peer, eres Oe 
revran juts dchery erparuira Bbrresorédanen. 4. 1168 rat vara; 
§ 414. Ieis good fun to read this as a real dialogue, assigning 

the three réles to individual members of the class. 
Page 222, Picture, Charon, who ferried the souls of the 

departed over the Styx, seems impatient to be off. He wears 
the cap affected by sailors und io clad in the ezdmis, or short 
tunic fastened over but one shoulder, which characterizes the 
workman, Hermes is here seen holding his badge of office, the 
caduceus, wanting in the picture on page 73. Charon, oddly 
enough, seems to have been more or less of a comic figure both in 
wrt and literature, This vase-painting might justify the read~ 

ing, in English translation, of the opening scene of Aristophanes! 
Frogs. 
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GALT. (a) 1. date, relorras, 2. orethucur, BonPieorras) 9. eras 
4. dy, Slbrre, 5, Boeuro, rar barrlan. 8. Sordueoy, debi, 
(1.4 carping trgure rip EXMarchy Dirge trata Br evra 

2, ele eli eu dvlevaro rede Merwe, 8. Sans 3 cache pls rats blr 
usEOr Lerandvvn, 4. Nye brs Kipor rata ay roreo, el andes Errcer 
sivin fotede. Bebe rip por Baplors Bae reader Apt 

$419. The reviews from here to the end of the book should 
prove a useful means of helping the student to fix the various 
forms and their uses, and especially to organi them into conven 
jent form for ready reference when reading Greek. ‘The con- 
spectuses in §§ 544-547 should be carefully studied and they, 
‘or something of the kind, should be in the mind of every student, 
so that on seeing a particular form his mind may quickly sift out 
‘the special use that applies. 

Some teachers may desire to stop at this point and take up the 
reading of Xenophon or some other author. Tf so, it will be 
‘possible to assign for special study the few rather important 
new matters that appear in the remaining Tessoms, e.g, -a1o verbs 
sn lesson LXVIL 

$421. With prpenouae and rude connect § 424. 
$492. (6) 1. xtine trae arodiees 23 gait sdpor Or xpuidror. 

2 Sparta Carls 9 As wins Pik ld var prdpnn, —B elep 708 a 
Siew Serer peyiou ok Sty “ERM dacioers Azar woIAGe BooBpur 
A. 8 Ghup oly rrerec rol Baw rod whe wide. 6. ol odie gor (Or 
as yds 4p) 1h Err &E fhep dr, 

Page 228. Picture, This metope, which is an impressive 
‘monument of fifth-century art, is at variance with the common 
‘tradition, according to which Heracles escaped from his unwel- 
‘come burden by asking Atlas to hold the heavens while he sought 
1 pad for his shoulders. ‘The artist has here represented the 
hero as already possessed of the pad. ‘The Doric tunie worn by 
the goddess is beawriful in its simplicity. Who the goddess was 
isunknown. She may have been & local nyoph. 

$424. (b) Rodeo, atypia, dnuardn. 
§ 428. With vixdéw connect § 424. 
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Page 281. Picture. This statue, found on the island of 
‘Samothrace, commemorates a naval victory of the year 306 p. C. 
Tt is therofore considerably Inter than the Victory of Paeonius 
(page 184), Its presence in the Louvre, where it is admirably 
placed, has made it much better known than the other. Tt 
artistically less fine, but there is a tremendous rush in the for~ 
‘ward thrust of its powerful frame, in the swirling drapery, and 
in the outspread wings. 

$420, (0) 1. Nyours reo serpdry tort Béranss AAG pelo. 
2, rainy of wend MaBaréoy Surry vegpor. 3. esiry ii lpn Qud- 
ona whdae ron rohan. 4. 79 gag ot" ENApey robe $uyABa8 SpDgzer 
FnG evoedh. 6. (6) Sanches eos Fo rt ér 19 rely, 

§ 480. Dr. Finley's translation was printed in The Outlook, 
‘April 28, 1906. Tt begins with these introductory verses : 

Socrates 
«Ere we leave this friendly sky, 
And the coo! Tlyssus flowing by, 
‘Change the shrill cicala’s song, 
For the elamor of the throng, 
‘Let us make a parting prayer 
‘To the gods of earth and air.” 

Puarpacs 
© My wish, O friend, accords with thine; 
Say thou the prayer, it shall be mine.” 

$488, Sie'Thomas More has given a lively rendering of this, 
‘The elose is particularly good : 

“Then what, O woman, what for thee, 
Was left in Nature's treasury? 
She gave thee beauty — mightier far 
‘Than all the pomp and power of war. 
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Nor steel, nor fire itself hath power 
Like woman in her conquering hour. 
Be thou but fair, mankind adore thee, 
Smile, and a world is weak before thee!” 

$494.) Detioid, like a river delta in shape; yoid, shaped 
Tike theletter Y; rhomboid, shaped like a rhomb ; sigmoid, shaped 
like 8, a reverse curve; traparid, shaped like @ trapezium, 

Page 288. Picture. ‘The boys are riding hard for vfey 
(§ 423). 

Page 284. Picture, The original daggers, of which the Met 
ropolitan Museumn has only replicas, are among the precious 
‘treasures of the National Museum at Athens. The upper dag- 
{gor represents 1 lion hunt. ‘Two lions have taken to their heels, 
but a third is charging. ‘The treatment is particularly spirited. 
Both daggers reveal a high degree of skill in the handling of inlay 
ata time antedsting the Trojan War. 

§ 499. (0) 1. warren tedos (rb) Baeidéa sede seyy rade. 2. de 
iéber ihace oradsote rérvaper rapasdynite rors eat tf es Sh éphee. 
8, of rehire wivbe alpinere treabra wed) (or peyEhon) rine. 4, 16 
bv fatpa ol rarrin #Bleqran; 5. ol wales FrepGrro aird outs roy axle 

§ 442, Context usually suggests which verb to select. 
Picture, Euripides is seen holding a tragic mask, 

the token of his art. That masks should have been worn by 
actors is hard to understand, yet so it would seem to have been ; 
‘and there are those ultra-moderns who would argue Zor thei 
‘use in the theatre of today. No doubt their use in antiquity 
inde it easier for one actor to play two or more roles in @ single 
drama. 12 rod Spiuaros xpéowra (Latin dramatis personae) 
‘moans “ the faces, i.e, masks, ofthe drarna,” or, as we should say, 
the cast of chatacters, 
$44 (0) 1 eletn tas, tae, 2, barb drs 5 ous, eds 

8. deers be Bleed fora Nby Beordoy. 4 otc dv ies net otro rape 
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Page 241. Motto, This expresses a fine sentiment and 
should be learned. 

§ 449. () (From this point the English-Greek sentences 
are based upon the vocabularies of the lessons in which they 
stand.) 

1. BA rhe dperty airde dwoSuxriew Seuine. 2. 5 dahp paw peyer 
Uuaten oie drarlas Bly debits Be wf Beduern rhe Sir eipir 3 axe 
‘ph dedhere. 4. wen reyry zeirras vbr eeraqiy ferysires shale, 

Page 244. Motio. A famous saying that all should learn 
and practice. 

Page 245, Picture, This mosaic is from Roman times and 
is in the National Museum, Rome. ‘The Greeks are thought to 
hhave paid but little attention to thst form of art. We have here 
fa gruesome conceit, the attitude of the skeleton suggesting the 
utmost discomfort, quite in the spitit of Dante’s Inferno. 
§ 457. The line from Homer seans thus: 

$488. Very briof comment upon each of these names is to 
bbe found in the Dictionary of Proper Names, but it is well to 
introduce the class to a. good book of mythology. 

$459. 1. yra% waves, 9% yrois dacivo obs ay dxbvarer it xpériera. 
8, cira 88 Baachede tym ry wiNur Mypbiiear. 4. kao 8 ote fore exe 
(ar lcs hdres. 

§ 468. With &,Ado connect § 487. 
$404. (0) 1, teres Spunededa tel rp edge, 2 erable doe 

date sing Endetour Br cant ela. 3. Abwotre dria South tra nip be 
Ayes repednene. 4. ealrep amarable ole Wardes ora 3 xxfuara. 

Page 249. Picturo. This famous little islet lies close to the 
shores of Corfu, the modern name for Corejra. Here, it has 
been believed, dwelt the hospitable Phaeacians, who received 
Odysseus at the end of his wanderings and gave him transporta- 
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tion to his home in Itheea, ‘Tradition has it that on its return 
the ship was tumed into stone by the angry Poseidon. The 
somber cypresses so prominent in the picture, although familiar 
enough in Greek lands, have long been associated with death, 
‘and this islet thus eame to serve as the inspiration of the famous 
painting, “The Island of the Dead. 

$408. ‘The inattentive jury to which Demosthenes told this 
fable suddenly woke up to listen. When, at the conclusion of 
the yam, they were eager to learn the outcome of the dispute, he 
rebuked them severely for their interest wept évov ox.ds when 
they showed so little interest in a matter of life and death, 

$467. (a) SpAdw I emulate, paoriyse I whip. 
Page 262. Picture. ‘This puinting by Edward J. Poynter 

is one of the four decorations of Lord Wharudif? billiard room 
at Wortley Hall. 

§AT2. 1 etie rr Oar SxedOln, 2, inatiacreeéniorro zh bo- 
ora rpetbrra (Or verpuptor). 8 walnep ONiyur deNoubrar B organ 
Jon tebpneen, 4 by ah rerpouton rerxdrows xoMNel Bers, 8, bral ol 
dha tbdoqrar, bradeare nboon 

Page 265, Picture. Not only in Egypt but in ancient 
Greece as wel, the dead took with them to the grave the things 
in which they had delight when living. ‘The shaft graves on the 
‘Mycenaean citadel remained undisturbed until Schliemann dis- 
covered their secret and carried off their treasure to Athens to 
amaze alll who see them by their wealth, their variety, and the 
skill of the goldsmiths that made them, In the hillside below 
the citadel have been found numerous bee-bive tombs of won- 
drous size and splendid construction, but their contents were 
looted long ago. 

§ 478.) 1. ot rarrls abrdy xoMlorewr dei 78 Baath dpiséoter 
2, Bdoxeyle rode rekracris cere: rit radrote re 8. J NSGerparrée 
1 dsipae ple reir Bharat érsteten 4, ols tore cbr sogds Srve 
érra eBdoa 6 Scher & Dison wi eras obras Oper (Om ae... 
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Page 257. Picture 
assembly, of Athens held its frequent meetings. Speaking from 
this stand, the orator had before him the full glory of the Aeropo~ 
lis, to which he often appealed to stir the patriotic pride af his 
hearers. 

$482. (0) 1. pdrs wodepiGuer rhe Bar dvd dco je wh be 
se pustbe, 2 Sever Ay Kigor waxs My, Tinsporras, 3 ob yrmes 
Fopivrac wb ip ra-yryran Aco $a ol Op rim ry eae 
Tatecveir ba rinnparren 3 rh 6079 Pascale 

$487. Father Donnelly’s ingenious artile Is the Ostraciam 
of Greek Practicable?" (pages 61-65 of this manual) contains 
many suggestions that are of help at this point, 

§ 491, (0) 2 ate pee rade aids cade roln, 2.6 8 KMapxer 
dees rcv oph ey rads 8, ol ye Bo dguipaly rhe Davtelars 4. Oo 
Sis eipipor weieuer, tohurre Hainan. Br eb rare (tpatete rhe why 
ie Bo exo 
Page 265. Picture. This picture in a very realistic way 

shows the aged poet ss blind, thus following tradition. It 
belongs to the Hellenistic period of Greek art. ‘The bust is now 
in the Louvre. 
§ 496. This would be a good place to bring together $ Basi- 
date, § Borde, 18 Baoida, and 6 Barres. 

$497. (0) 1. ph afew adrdy dadora fpxertan. 2 ependnebe Hidde 
ange av abrads Boqer eqpectnorres. Suh thr rhuor eapepire OF apa 
palbere, 4. Bis ebrot brdowr Gxofilay Blovrar, 6. Blerur ré nova clr 

§ 499, ‘This passage should furnish a splendid opportunity 
for whetting the appetite for a closer acquaintance with Greele 
terature. p 

Page 268. Picture. This modern painting is by the French- 
man, Albert Maignan. 

§ 600. Keats, of course, was wrong when he pictured Cortez 
as the frst white man to view the Pacific, Tt was Balboa. 
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Page 270, Picture, This dainty little Ionic temple, more properly called the temple of Athena Victory, was torn to pieces by the Turks in onder to strengthen their fortfeation of the hill. 

After their expulsion it was rebuilt, largely from the original blocks. 
Tt stands on high bastion, to your right as you ascend the 

Acropolis. From that spot aged King Aegeus is said to have 
thrown himself in despair when he beheld the ship of hia son 
‘Theseus returning with black sails from Crete. Here sat Lord 
Byron in 1811 and penned those memorable lines which begin 
the third eanto of The Corsair : 

“Slow sinks, more lovely ere his race be run, 
‘Along Morea’s hills the setting sun 
Not, as in Northern climes, obscurely bright, 
But one unclouded blaze of living light! 
‘Ofer the hush’d deep the yellow beam he throws, 
Gilds the green wave, that trembles as it glows, 
On old Aegina’s rock and Idra’s isle, 
‘The god of gladness sheds his parting smile 
O'er his own regions lingering, loves to shine, 
‘Though there his altars are no more di 
Descending fast the mountain shadows 
Thy glorious gulf, unconquer’d Salamis ! 
Their azure arches through the long expanse 
More deeply purpled meet his metlowing glance, 
‘And tenderest tints, long their suramits driven, 
Mark his gay course, and own the hues of heaven ; 
Till, darkly shaded from the land and deep, 
Behind his Delphian elif he sinks to sleep.” 

$504. (>) 1. ris sxond deer al roNiraselpivorras dpxerra dati; 2. ew tejunverdpaabay Ere Bo dnadhuny. 3. Koper vbr purb ddan, ‘Gare al'Eamres wader Sdoy aig & “4 ole éradoare ABvxan pr str ad nodD Ender, 0, eéeol ris uys 78 whey Edges etre, 
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§ 605, In the Meno Plato secks to supply scientific proof of 
his doctrine of recollection, using Meno’s ignorant slave boy as 
evidence, Some of the class may be interested to read, or hear 
‘ead, a proof that everybody knows geometry, if only the teacher 
is clever enough with his questions (Meno, 82B-85E). 
§ 608. Some think that the greatest leason Greece hus taught 

cor has yet to teach the world is “to seek the truth " and “to 
face the facts.” Plato still inspires the thiaker and Aristotle 
still guides the scientist, even at times when the particular 
thinker or scientist may be unaware of the fact. Hippocrates’ 
cath is still a noble guide for medical men, 

Page 279. Picture. ‘This slab is now in the British Museum. 
Page 284, Picture. ‘This is the avenue of approach to the 

gateway of the citadel of Tiryns. The gateway itself was just 
beyond the man visible in the gap in the wall to the left. 
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GREEK IN ENGLISH 
‘Tho following bright and witty article hy Father Francis P. Donnelly, ‘entitled “Is the Ostracim of Gresik Practiouble? ” waa published. March 18th, 1929, in Amerioa, and is here repriated by permision of the sditor of has journal. It reveals cleanly the important part Greek play iu our prot, ‘entduy Kuli, and wil therefore bo vakiale to all who ary lntersted ty the study of English and the cassis 

IS THE OSTRACISM OF GREEK PRACTICABLEY 
This “mosaic of etymology ” is not, I think, simply an ingen- ious tour de force. It has a significance and a practical value. Temay illustrate the eomposite nature of the English language; itmay amuse a curious reader; it may enliven a Greck class with the touch of actuality; it may diselose dim vistas into the dis- tant past through the medium of everyday language, exemplify {ng history through common things. All the words of this phantasy are of Greek origin, except the article, the pronouns, the prepositions and conjunctions, and a few other small words: “30, a8, then, home, let, go, do, all” and parts of the verb * to be.” Skeat’s Etymological Dictionary (Student's edition) is the authority. ‘The exclusively technical words of modern sciences which are almost skolly Greck have not, for the most part, been mentioned. It is needless to remark that the Prescriptions of the phantom’s pharmacy are not authoritative, 

‘Tur Oreo Drcuxzanion 
During a period of lethargy I was petrified at a phantom, bounding from my lexicon, with this cataract of phrases: “Are you Baptist, Methodist, Presbyterian, Episcopalian, Catholic, al 
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‘or Christian? Without me, you were anonymous. De you 
Sfiginatize heresy and schism, hypocrisy and blasphemy? Do 

fyou blame echemers ageinst the Mosaic deealog?| Do you 

Fapose anathemas on apostates, olaters and atheists or exon” 

‘Gas the devil and his demons with their diabolical pomps? Are 

You zealous for proselytes, and, to baptize neophytes after 

yotechism, and to canonite ortaodox martyrs with halos and 

emblems, scandalizing frenzied iconociasts? ‘Then all that is 

done through me. 
‘The ceelesinstcal sphere is practically mine, Tam the archi- 

tect of churches, cathedrals and basilens, from the asphalt hase 

in the erypts of the catacomb, up to the apse and the chimes im 

tthe dome, Tam architect of monasteries for monks and ancho- 

ites, and of asylums for orphans and lepers and maniacs, Mine 

Js tho Hierarchy, from the Pope on his duis with his tinra, to the 

mitered Bishop in his diocese, and to the paris priest in bis 

Presbytery, Deacons and acolytes, clerey and lity. Papal 

Pneyclicals, diocesan synods, parochial homifis, and all dog- 

atic theology, with its mysteries and myriad topi i 

‘The Bible is mine from Genesis, Exodus, Deuteronomy of the 

Pentatench, to Paralipomenon and the Psalms, to patriarchs 

and prophets, to the Evangelists of Christ, to the Rpistles and 

‘Apocalypse of Hi Apostles. Bpiphany, Pentecost, the Para- 

sceve are mine, ‘The tunes of the hymns, the quiring of the 

anthems, the Gregorian tones of the Titanies and antiphons are 

melodious through me, and I composed the canon and liturgy 

with its symbols. 
Domearic Uses 

Goto yourhomewith me. Bushes of anthracite for the chim- 

ney, and a diet of fancied nectar! Chairs and plates and dishes 

dysters; butter and treacle; perch or trout ot sardines, in olive 

Sit; the aroma of capon or partridge ot pheasants celery and 

Ssparagus and peppers; cherries and dates and eusrants; cit- 
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rons and melons, prunes and quinees and plums; pumpkins, marmalade and pastry; chestnuts and pippins; masses of purple hyacinths, with lily and crocus, with geraniums and helig- ‘tropes, with narcissus and peony, with asters and orchids and osies of roses. What zest! Isn't that a panorama of paradise to tantalize you? Be not economical or dyspeptic. Masticate beneath your mustache, Let choruses echo in the parlor with rusie of organ and guitar, ot let there be anecdotes on the piazza around a bottle of cheering tonic 
T telephone or telegraph for my auto, and my machine goes to my theatre or hippodrome. ‘There is on my program the symphony orchestra with harmonious melodies; or on my pro- ‘gram are scenes melancholy with tragedy, or hilarious with pane tomime and melodrama, with comie monolog or dramatic dislog, with eyclists, gymnasts and acrobats, After the drama or kine. matic photography, with match and lamp you go to attic eano- pies, and to the climes of Morpheus. For all theye you are to reimburse me with the treasures of the purse. 

Sea ano Laxp ax Poumtes 
Go with me to the ocean, opposing the stratagems and tacties of barbarous pirates, or meander by gulf and isthmus and archi- pelago, nomads through all climates, charting geography with ‘my nautical atlases, from the Aretic to the Antarctic through the tropie zone, from Polynesia to its antipodes. ‘Then for my astronomy! What a panorama through my telescope in the crystal atmosphere! Above the liorizon in the empyrean are my planets and comets and meteors and galaxies of asteroids. Without me where is your * zoo” with its panthers and leop- ards, with dolphin and crocodile and hippopotamus, with Iynxes and hyenas, with ostrich and pelican, with buffalo and drome- dary, with iehneumons and scorpions, with the gigantic elephant and its proboseis and the pygmy squirrel! Or what of my merical and utopian “zoo,” with the phenix ond dragon and grit- 
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fins and chameleons and gorgons and gnomes and basilisk end 

sphinzes and hybrids! 
bint mat archaic; the seope of my dymnanic energy is 

practical and not eccentric. Mine are polities the dixdems of 

erase the aeeptres of fyrants, besbarous anarchy and des 

pote avtocra, the panis of demagogs and the ‘parliaments of 

pote auimmand democracy. Chemistry and cheanical analysis 

physies with its phenomena of electricity, aepusies and opties, 

rare botany, geology, entomology, and al the “ ologes * 

With their technical glossaries; they are mine. 

Aporuecanes, Scuoots, axD ESsAvists 

so are all the apothocaries and pharmacies 
with elyosting and 

ticoree and creosote and the antidotes for quinsys for catarth, 

Mopay, neuralgia, and for every“ tis” and “0” emetics 

Gropiys Noman; the cathartics, calomel and exstor-ils doses 

of paregoric for colic: plasters for imposthumess ursenie: for 

spasms of eplepey, and tonics for annem asters © peptonoid 

spasm gguentery oxygen. against bronchial pblegms, bro” 

sexton aathmay iodine for plerisy and parasites; narcosis fo 

alm hysteria; antipyrin for agonizing theumatisn antitoxins 

far dipttheria and for the deleterious microbes of cholera oF 

typhoid, and bottles of pamaceas. 
Mnatcany is mine and the surgenn, diagnosing sy™mP\on, 

chaning septie organs on dingrams, trepanniag the eraniumy 

Gauteriring for bemorthage, is mines s0 are his sponte and 

fringes and si i his styptis, and is proplslactic hygiene, 

sr is anaesthetics, chloroform and ethet, and bis ancieplis 

against bacteria and gangrene, and his au
topsy end his skeletons. 

ol is mine with its desks, ts programs and schedules, 

and the scholars, from thei alphabet to thelr diplems, their 

atfhmetig and geometry, their gymanasiams and athletics and 

She school diamond and amphitheatre. Pause before You 

ostracize me from my schools. 
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Would you be an essayist, sketching geaphic stories or typical 

characters; en historian, cataloging the treasures,of archives, 
and chronicling epochs of extastrophe and calm; ‘or a philoso- 
pher, systematizing theories of Stoics, Hedonists, Peripateties 
and Scholastics; or a poet, composing idylls and madrigals, 
lyrics and odes with strophes and the epics with episodes, you 
are mine, Without me you have not talents or ideas or paper 
or ink, Mine are your grammar and syntax, your syllables, 
your pategraphs with (heir commas and colons and parenthe- 
ses, your lexicons and encyclopedias and card-eatalogs, your 
topics and themes for ecstatic rhapsodtias or for austere logic, 
your fantastie paradoxes and your idiotic theories. "Tis T 
‘who phrase for you your axioms, caustic criticisms, laconic 
epigrams, all your irony and éardonic sarcasm. If your tech- 
nique is idiomatic, your methods puzeling or crystal, your tropes 
and metaphors graphic, your fancies heotic of anaemic, you are 
mine. Tam your enthusiastic stenographer, jotting down and 
synopsizing your ideas and typing them to be stereotyped in your 
uthentic tomes, whether anonymons or under a pseudonym. 

Axp a Finan Apowocy 

T apologize for my tautologies, for this monotonous labyrinth, 
for the phalanx of technicalities and for the etymological mosaic 
which strangles your larynx with “ies ” and “ isms.” Whether 
it is all abysmal bathos, or the climax and acme of the practical, 
Tam to blame for it. 

before you ostracize me from my schools; pause 
ere the nemesis of chaos and disaster is yours; but if you are 
to be characterized as adamant and without sympathy, let the 
poets echo a threnody ubout my coffin; let there be a chorus 
of pueans under the cypress and cedar, the larch and osier, the 
myrtle and amaranth, about my cenotaph; let there he in my 
cemetery & mapsoleum with a monolith, and on it my epitaph 

‘The Lexicons of Europe Are the Trophies of Greece." 
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